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This thesis investigates connedions between environment and identity. 

focusing on the Walpole Island First Nation and the impact thcrt the 

contamination of the St. Clair River has had on perceptions of individual and 

group identities with corporate, political and comxnunity interests. Water qucrlity 

is linked to identity in questions of authority, economics, politics cmd 

relationships with the environment. ModeIs of discourse andysis are used to 

illustrate how identities are socidy constructed and flexible. Linguistic 

cmalyses address the different underlyùlg values which have led to connict 

when rnembers of the Walpole Island community, da££ of the Ministry of 

Environment, and representatives of Imperid Chemical Industries have corne 

together to discuss how the water quality of the S t  Clcrir River can be irnproved. 

The consequences that identity processes have in interactions, where the 

power to act and exert infiuence is unequally distributed among rnembers of 

these groups, are discussed. This research can be applied to interrelations 

among people with multiple perspectives, voices and ideologies, who wish to 

increase possibilities of successfd communication. 

ICEYWORDS: Anthropology. Discourse Analysis, Environment, Identity, 

Walpole Island First Nation, Water Pollution 
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Nearly every household in the community is affected by the 
marshes in one way or cmother ... our marshes are integral to our 
existence and who we are at Walpole Island. Our marshes are the 
reason why we fight so hard to prevent environmental 
degradation There would be no Walpole Isiand First Nation 
without our wetIands (Jacobs 1998: 12). 

Language is an integral part of humcm interaction, facilitding the 

communication of ideas and concepts as well as reinforcing social 

relationships. Moore addresses both functions of Icmguage, stcrting that "self- 

identity is thus something that has to be established socidy through a set of 

discourses whch are both discursive and practical. These discourses establish 

the grounds for identity and the f?amework(s) within which identity becomes 

intelligible" (1994:36-37). lndividuals and groups are categorized into particular 

identities, by others and by themselves, based in signhcant wcrys on prior and 

emerging verbd interactions. While language may nct be essentid to all 

interactions, it is a primary rneans of stnicturuig the context and content in 

most. Discourse and language are centrd to mcmy crnthropological discussions 

of identity, self, agency, and voice. In this thesis, 1 consider the ways in which 

linguistic practices form and urtïculate identity. I am not clcriming that identity 

should be conceived of solely in terms of language; rather 1 am asserting that 

any theory of identity thcrt does not take language use into account is 

inadequcrt e . ' 

'This research was partidy iunded by the SSHRC grcmt heid by R DarneIl, LP. Valenthe, and 
A. McDougall entitleck 'Piscourse, EWcity, and Power in the Construction of Conternporary 
First Nations Identities-" May 1997-April2000, 



In theorking identity, it is important to consider what kinds of discursive 

practices are used in the creation and expression of identity- As human beings, 

we identify things and people. we ccrtegorize experiences and events. we name 

and refer. The process of identification is frequent and ongoing. cmd it is 

necessary for communication and thought. Yet, the identities of specific 

referentç are often elusive, ever-chcmging and contestable. Each person makes 

his or her own associcrtions based on previous experiences, acqyired 

knowledge and contextual cues from the present situation. These associations 

are ofien unconscious, and result in multiple identities for single referents 

among different individuals. This thesis concentrates on shared perceptions 

which develop within groups about their own identity and the identities of 

others. 

Identities are best described as processes in flux. continudy undergoing 

redefinition (Scott 1992, Said 1995, Clifford 1988). The move m a y  fÏom 

essentialist concepts of identity stems koom the recognition that identities are 

formed through interaction with others where the context and the participants 

change frequently. For Clifford, identity is "mixed. relational and inventive" 

(1988: 10). hdividucrls or groups drcnv on past recollections. cultural symbols. 

and their laquage in order to construct identities of themselves and of others. 

Said refuses the notion thcrt identities have basic cores which endure 

through time arguing that essentialism ignores historical changes as well as 

the interests of the person or group being identified. reducing matters to 

stereotypical, ideological connicts of 'us' versus 'theml (1995:37-8). He views the 

construction of identity as an interpretive process which 'rinvolves the 

construction of opposites and 'others' mhose actuality is always subject to the 

continuous interpretcrtion and reinterpretcdion of what their differences from 'us' 



consist in" (Said 1995:35). Due to the hybnd and heterogeneous nature of 

cultures, any essentiaüst treatment of them will be idse or misrepresentative. 

W e  theoreticdy 1 £ind myseIf in agreement with anti-essenticrüsm. I 

concur with Scrid thcrt cri a given moment, "we all need some foundcrtion on 

which to stand" because "no one finds it easy to live uncomplainingIy and 

fearlessly with the thesis that human reality is constantly being made and 

unmade" (Said 1995:36). In spite of theoretid arguments for the asroidance of 

generalizations and essentialism, in the d d y  life of people, scholars included, 

identities are constructed out of ccrtegorizc~ons, stereotypes. past experiences, 

analogies, rurnours, suppositions, myths, fantasies, wishes, inferences, etc. 

These are trcnismitted through verbal exchanges, interpretcrtions of nonverbal 

signals, and the generd process of socialization. 

People create images of others and act in reference to them, rendering 

the 'true' or 'recd' inconsequentid or irrelevant with respect to the way people 

actudy function. Such processes need to be addressed and investigcrted, cmd 

not mereiy dismissad by theorists insisting on relativism or cmti-essentidsm. 

Rather than criticking or exposing essentidst, stereoSrpical practices, 1 have 

cctternpted to understand the processes, the conditions for, cmd the 

manifestations of identities which are not n e c e s s d y  insidious, oppressive or 

self-seming, but are common processes in human interaction. 

The consequences of bearing or assigning identities are manifest in 

social constructions such as ethnicity, nations, and institutions. Identities are 

detached fiom specific entities and corne to represent whole categories of 

individuais perceived to shcne common fecmires. How is it that a meaning. or 

identity c m  be made fixed so ihat it is accepted by others? Eagleton (199 1) 

talks of ideology as a power struggle over the sign. According to hirn, the sign 
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can only exbt in a social situation w e r e  different parties dI negoticrte to fuc the 

meaning in a wcry that best serves their interests. From Eagleton's point of view, 

this process is a conscious one and occurs in any type of discourse where 

rneanings are contested, within and among speech cornmunities. H e  suggests 

that the meaning which is ultirnately established, albeit provisiondy, depends 

on the existing power structures. 

Bourdieu also takes up the idea that identity construction is a socid 

contest over the distribution of power. He refers to structured but unconscious 

categorizations as doxa. This is related to the more weU-known concept of 

"habitus" which describes the unreflective perceptions and actions which 

reproduce inequaïty in everyday Iife (Knauft 199611 16-1 17). Bourdieu uses the 

notions of habitus and doxa as part of his practice theory which is useful for 

analyzing discourse in terms of inequalities and identity poiiücs. This theory 

allows the "critical dumination of the unequal resdts of çtructurd orientation as 

they [play] out in the hed time and symbolic space of concrete social action" 

(Knauft 1996: 1 W. It d s o  highlights the continual movement between social 

structure shaping experience and actions reaiizing structures (Yanagisako and 

Collier 1994:197). This is the same type of movement that 1 am arguing exists 

between identity as a reflection of socid structure and discursive practices as 

personal expenence. 

In interpersonal relcrtions. there is the illusion that the concept of identity 

applies to an indMdud as a composite of personal attributes. Acknowledging 

thcrt identity alwayç and only exists in relation or in opposition to someone or 

some other group, the concept of identity is in fact based on crt least two 

indwiduals who have at least one identifyuig feature that distinguishes them. At 
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the most basic leveI, thiç entails a disonction such as "1 am not you; you are not 

me." 

Discourse is not monologue, it involves exchanges between at least two 

parties, and consequently, involves at least two interpretations. Murray ( 199 1 ) 

addresses the processes which produce stereotypes and the consequences 

they have. He demonstrates how stereotypes are reinforced through discourse 

and verbal interaction in which mecmings cmd interpretations are not shared. 

Stereotyping is a fomt of generalizcrtion whereby peopIe are seen to belong to 

certcrin groups which are identified by, and whose members are d said to 

share, particular (usually negcxtive) characteristics. Because speakers are 

normdy unmare that their own expectations are culturdy conditioned and 

therefore are not universal, the resulting miscommunication often goes 

unnoticeci as the cause of a "mutual negave evduation" (Murray 199 1: 188). 

Stereotypes result because the effects of these "unconscious clashes of 

interactional style are cumulative" (Murray 199 1: 194). The negative d u t e s  

associated with a certain group corne to be expected and are easüy c o b e d  

because individuals are perceived in these terms. Each interaction m e r  

reinforces stereotypes in a "micro-reproduction of stratification patterns" which 

links the individual encounters of everydcry Me with the larger social structures 

of identity (Murray 199 1 : 189). 

The concept of identity outlined here requires an interpretive 

anthropological approach. Perceptions and symbolic rneanings are not readily 

observable, yet patterns exist and d e s  of interpretation c m  be discemed. An 

analyçis of the formation and expression of identity must consider micro-level 

a s  well as, and in connection with, macro-level processes which shape 



individud experiences as people acquire the knowledge necessary for 

membership in various speech communities. 

Not ail identities are equal in significance or consepence in every social 

encounier. Identificcrtion as a member of a particular group will be perceived 

as more or less important in relation to the conte& of the interactionr the 

participants and their motives. Identity is an ongoing process within the 

dynamics of discourse as speakers negotiate the meanings of identity 

ccrtegones and assign them to individuds. Agency exists at ail times during this 

process. The assignment of identity categories can be an active choice, and 

individu& can choose to accept, resist or change the identity ccrtegones with 

which they are associated. These choices are manifest in linguistic practices as 

words are chosen and specific hes of discourse are adopted sirnultaneously 

by d participcrnts. 

People want their voices to be heard and heeded. This is especidy clear 

in court cases, political negotiations and other formal or consequentid 

interactions where participants must take into account multiple factors 

including the knowledge listeners have; their own goals; the powers, rights and 

obligdions that ùinuence the ability of Iisteners to act both for and against the 

speaker's interests; and the social conventions and communicative practices 

which shape both the performances and the interpretations. There are multiple 

perspectives in any interaction and each participant is mare of at least sorne 

of them so that he or she may adopt different discourses for different 

audiences. 



The C a s e  Studv 

In order to avoid a purely theoretical discussion of the construction of identity, 

this project focuses on the constructions of r e d  identities and v o i c e ~ . ~  I chose a 

single issue, a dispute over water guaIity betvveen Walpole Island First Nation 

and Imperial Chernicd Industries. as a point £rom which to develop a more 

concrete illustration of the ways in which discourse and identity are mutudy 

constitutive? Thiç detded  study of a specüic case d o w s  the discourses used 

by several communities and individuah to be analyred. and the relcrtions 

among them exploreé 

In her thesis on Mohawk nationah identity, Simpson suggests thcrt 

"threcrts to identity begin a transformative process that causes a group to 

rethink cmd redefine themselves. and in doing so. to assert themselves as 

'national' body politic with interests that are different from those around themi' 

(Simpson 1996:40). Simpson remarks ihat "much of the public culture of Native 

people in Canada has been stridently, remarkably assertive on matters of 

temtory, jurisdiction. boundaries and self hood - dernanding an understanding 

of their collective behaviour and aspirations as nationdst" (Simpson 1996: 17). 

In fact, the goal of nationalist movements is not so much for statehood as it is 

"for an abstraction such as  sovereignty, for moral victory. or for respect1' 

(Simpson 1996:ZO). 

Several aspects of Native culture and collective identity have corne to 

the fore as points upon which to focus cmd build this identity. They include 

environmental management initiatives. poli3cal moves toward selfgovemrnent, 

2 To protect anonymity, some names have been changed. 

3 1 have dso included the voices of other ùIdividuaIs and groups not directly involved in the case 
because they are relevant to the issues, 
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revival of Native Ianguages, and land daims. Often several or aII of these are 

intemirrined and therefore, cmy issue involving one c d s  for consideration of the 

others for a deeper, complete understanding- 1 ofter only an introduction to the 

issues pertcrining to Walpole Island as they respond to the degradation of the 

rnarshes and the pollution of the water. There is much room for future research 

to explores these areas. 

The Royd Commission on Aboriginal PeopIeç found that generdy. the 

"well-being of people depends on the weU-being of the air. water. Icmd and 

other M e  foms. This belief has been confirmed by the findings of countless 

scientific studies of poor health in a cornpromised environment" (RCAP 1996:Z). 

Exploring issues linked to the water quality of the St. Clair River and its 

importance to the physical, mental and spintual well-being of the Walpole 

cornmunity allows an oppoxtunity for an anthropologicd cmalysis of how people 

position themselves and how they interact with others around them. 

Wal~ole Islcmd Temtorv and Community 

Walpole Island First Nation (WIFN) is in southwestern Ontario, crt the head of 

Lake St. Clair which is fed by the St. Clair River. The currently recognized 

temtory comprises six islands in the St. Clair River delta: Walpole (the largest 

in area and in population). Squirrel. St. Anne, Secrway. Bassett and 

Pottawatomi. Locdy, this First Nation is also called Bkejwanong, meanhg "the 

place where the waters divide". The resident population ranges from 3,000 to 

2.200, depending on the season, and is made up of Ojibwe. Pottcrwatomi and 

Ottcrwa people. By linguistic criteria, these are part of the Algonguian f d y -  

The political alliance of these three groups is known as the Three Fires 

Confederacy and the local govemment is called Walpole Island First Nation 



Council of Three Fires. The approximately 58,000 hectares that make up WFWs 

temtory were never surrendered to foreign governments and have been 

occupied by aboriginal peoples for at least 3.500 years. For this reason the 

area is referred to as unceded temtory (Walpole IsIand Heritage Centre 1997a). 

Nearly half of Walpole's temtory is marsh. incIuding 6,700 hectares of 

world class wetlands. The signficance of wetlands as an ecosystem shodd not 

be underestimcrted, as the foIIowing excerpt mcrkes clear: 

Ecologicdy speaking, wetIands are among the worldk most 
important Iandscapes. Shdow open water. fresh and sd t  
marshes. and other types of wetlands provide critical nesting and 
feeding habitats for fish and sheMsh. They are the preferred or 
required habitat for about one third of the wildlife species 
identified as endangered. threatened or wlnerable in Canada. ki 
Ontario, this proportion rises to 86%. as 12 of Ontario's 
endangered species depend on wetlands (Enuironment Canada. 
cited in Jackson 1993:32). 

Other important natural areas on Walpole Island inchde t d  grass prcriries and 

oak savannas. Altogether. the temtory supports a diverse and distinctive flora 

and fauna. Nurnerous rare plants and birds, as well as severd endangered 

species, c m  be found withui Walpole Islcmd First Nation (Sands 1997, Van  

Wynsberghe 1997: 266-7). Smounded by heavy industry. urbanization and 

intensive agriculture. the excellent condition of the wetlands cmd prairies, and 

the extensive area they cover, are a source of pride for the community. "That 

they are in superb condition is a testimony of the strong cultural, social, 

spintual and economic ties the Native people have with the land .... It is cm 

entire way of life. a symbiotic relationship that goes beyond the desire to merely 

recognize and protect elements of former lcmdscapes" (Woodliffe and Wüïiams 

1992). 

While economic pursuits are vcnied. hunting. fishing and trapping 

activities involve a h o s t  every household either directly or indirectly (Scmds 
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1997). Recreational tourism is the largest source of revenue, consisting of such 

activities as huntingr fishingr boating, crttending pow-wows, camping, nature 

walkç and cottage rentds. Agrkdture is the second Icrrgest indus- with more 

than 12,000 acres under cdtivation. Tahgahoning Enterprises is a 5,000 acre 

cash crop farm at WiFNr which is the largest in Ontario (Jacobs 199811 1). 

Clearly, the St. Clair River and the land that surrounds it is cm important part of 

the ddy Iives of the people and wildtife of Wdpoie Island. 

Contamination of the St. Ciair River 

The St. Clair River connects Lake Huron to Lake St. Clair, flowing south for 

about 64 kilometres. Approximately 170,000 people live dong the shores of the 

river. A government report resdting kom an hvestigation of pollution in the St. 

Clair River descnbes the rivefs importance to humans in the following areas: 

The St. Clair River is an important international waterway which is 
subject to extensive use as a major shipping channel and as 
receivuig water for numerous industrial and municipai efauents. 
This is particulariy evident on the upper river dong the Canadicm 
shoreline where there are eighteen dischargers including 6 
municipal sewage treatment plants and 12 industrial waste 
dischargers. Approximately 1.7 billion litres of industrial emuent 
and cooling water is discharged to the river d d y  from the large 
petrochernical complex on the Canadian side. Municipal water 
intakes £rom the St. Clair River provide treated drinking water to 
several American and Canadian cornmunities.. The river is d s o  a 
source of water for numerous industries, including once-through 
cooling water for electric power generating plants. 

The river is used extensively for sport fishing and provides 
spawning grounds for over 20 fish species. ui 1980 Canadicm sport 
fishennen took home an estirnated catch of 152,000 fish. The US. 
shore contains many recreation facdities including campgrounds, 
marinas cmd a state park while in Canada, the St. Clair Parkway 
Commission oversees 19 parks in total approxirnately 250 ha 
(Ontario 19862)- 

The St. Clair River has a remcnkably large flow, rmging £rom 390 million cubic 

metres a day in the summer to 490 miilion cubic metres during runoff (Ontario 



1986:1)- It takes about 21 hours at the 

hril length of the nver, 

The temtory of Walpole Island 
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average rate of flow for water to travel the 

First Nation (WIFN) is Ioccrted downstream 

from several petrochemicd plants situated dong the Canadian side of the St. 

Clair River. Since the beginning of their operations as f a r  back as M y  yeors 

ago, enormous amounts of toxic substances have been discharged into the 

river from these industries. There are presently twenty-three industrid waste 

sites releasing e&ent, containhg both orgcniic and i no rgdc  chemiccds, frorn 

the industries which are known as the "Chemical Vallef. One source says that 

between 1974 and 1986, the Chemical Vdey was responsible for more than ten 

tomes of pollutcmts e n t e ~ g  the river (Jacobs L998:4). ki addition, there are 

nine facilities in Michigan directly discharging into the river (Ontario 1995: 1 5). In 

the last decade, pollution controls have sigmficcmtly reduced the arnount of 

contamincmts entering the river (Johnson personal communicc~on, Mcrthewson 

1998). however WIFN continues to pursue its goal of "zero discharge" in order 

to allow the water to recover and to prevent further degradation. 

By far. sewage from the city of Samia at the head of the nver is the worst 

source of pollution at present. The city continudy releases prùnctry sewage 

from its 80,000 inhabitants into the Si. Clair River. Primary trecrtment is 

inadequate because it only removes solids, sending h e c y  rnetals und most of 

the bacteria back into the river- Moreover, combined sewer overflows d o w  

untrecrted sewage to fiow directly into the river during heavy rain storms 

(Ontario 1987: 1). Plans to eliniinate combined sewer ovedows and upgrade 

Samicx's system to second- treatment, which wouid remove ninety percent of 

the bacteria, have been very slow in implementation. This is largely due to the 

high cost ($35 d o n )  and lack of public will (Dobson 1998). 



Altogether there are eight municipal dischcngers from both Ontario and 

Michigan, for a total of forîy sites of environmenid contamination (Ontario 

1995: 15). h addition to industrial effluent and municipal sewage, pollution also 

enters the river from agricdturd runoff, precipitation canying &borne 

pollutcmts, and sediments in the bottorn of the river which become resuspended 

due to high winds or storms. It is with these forces that the WiFN community 

rnust contend in the çtruggle for clean water which is safe for themselves as 

well as the pIants and animds they seek to protect. 

There is concem at WIFN that their water and food supply is jeopcndized 

by pollution of the river. The marshes act as a sponge, absorbing contcnninants 

(Great Lakes Institute 1987). People are mare that developmental problerns 

may occur in their children or grandchildren, even if they do not notice caiy 

signs of harm from exposure to contaminants in their own bodies. The effects 

on grandchildren are of parücular concern beccruse the seventh generation 

fo110wing the present one is used as a cultural reference for evaluating 

behaviours and outcornes. In discussions of heaIth and ihess, references to 

the pollution sources upstream h m  the First Nation frequently arise. 

Signs of minor ihess (heudaches, fevers, etc.) immedidely raise 
questions among residents about whether there has been another 
spill in the St. C1ui.r River. Other possible explanations for such 
illnesses are subordhate to this preoccupation with the water 
supply (Jackson 1993: 1 7). 

These fears are refiected in beach closures, water intake shut downs, the 

construction of a community water tower, and the Band Council's supply of 

bottled water for all members. 



W d ~ o l e  Island and ICI 

Since 1995. WIFN has been invohred in a hearing, court proceedings and 

appeals, in an atternpt to prevent Imperid Chemical Industries (IC?) from 

releasing treated waste wcrter su containing relatively iow amounts of 

contcxminants into the St- CIair River- The Fust Nation was unsuccessful in 

preventing further dischmges. Nonetheless, they have not given up the fight for 

"zero discharge" of contaminants into the river by ICI cmd other compcmies in 

the Chemical Valley. Having spent large sums of Iimited B a n d  h d s  in the long 

legal process, and with so much public attention on the issue, the community 

has become divided and ambivdent. Some people scry that since the courts 

decided in fwour of ICI, no more money shodd be spent to continue a losing 

bcrttle. Others believe that despite the negcrtive outcome, legal progress was 

made cmd hcnring obtained leave to apped again from the court, they may 

findy be in a position to win. 

As a result of the increased public awareness of polIution in the river, 

most households now buy bottIed water supplied h m  a distilüng unit located crt 

the Bkejwanong Supermarket. This is both costly (the costs are currently paid 

by the Band Council), and inconvenient. There is a general sense of fear and 

skepücism with respect to the quality of the water used for consumption, and 

residents are hesitant to take fish and ducks from the river to eat- Children are 

advised not to swim in the river, nor to drink £rom fountains in the school. There 

are reports of skin rashes, ear infections and stomach problems from people 

who have dnuik or corne into contact with the wcrter- The ICI discharge has 

become a symbol of polluted water in the cornmunity, as evidenced in such 

comments as: "Pm not drinking that ICI wcrter", or the following remark made by 

a young mother: 



It's hard to tell the kids not to swim when it looks so inviting- Even I 
want to go in sometimes, but we canY. I çot a pool for them to 
swim ... I told my neighbours I sent the bill to ICI (laugh). I said they 
could have a pool too, just send the bill to ICL They send their kids 
to swim in my pool. 

MY Research at Wcrloole Island 

My &si direct contact with Walpole Island First Nation was through Dean 

Jacobs. executive director of the Heritage Centre. The Hentage Centre does 

research for the comrnunity and Dean was interesteci in my idea of doing a 

linguistic cmalysis of the interactions among the groups involved in the water 

issues. I made a proposal to the Heritage Centre Committee, and they 

accepted me as a researcher in the comrnunity. The Heritage Centre became 

my home base wMe on the Island. The Centre has an extensive library 

includmg newsletters. theses. videos and maps, pubIications produced by their 

own si&, as well as  by a large variety of other sources. Most of the printed data 

1 have on Walpole Island was provided by the Hentage Centre. I was d s o  able 

to obtain recorded in te~ews  with sorne of the workers and have used these in 

my analyses. 

One of the members of the Hentage Centre comrnittee also participcrtes 

in a local women's group. known as Akii Kwe (meaning " e h  woman"). After 

the initial introduction when 1 made my proposal, I was imnted to join the 

women's weekly meetings where they discussed wcrier relded issues such as 

pollution. health problerns, the cultural and spiritual significance of the water 

and how best to restore its purity. The women's group (they did not yet have a 

name when I first met them in 1998) had corne into existence in lcrte 1995, just 

before the hearing regarding the ICI discharge application began. It was in 

response to the proposed discharge of the waste water that some women in the 

cornmunity got together to taIk about what it would mean and whcrt they could 



do about water problems in generaL Although the court cases had been 

abandoned by the time I stcrrted doing my fieldwork, the women's group had 

contulued to meet through the intervening years. 1 attended their meetings for 

about three months, observing, taking notes and occasiondy asking questions. 

Eventually, 1 extended rny network, talking with and in te~ewing other members 

of the community, as well as non-Natives involved in these issues. 

The women's group hosted some meetings that were attended by various 

representatives of government, environmental groups, community members 

and members of the general pubk interested in clecming up the river. 1 was 

dowed to record these meetings to use in my analyses. Through my 

association with the women's group, I was d s o  invited to go on a boat tour 

down river to see the Chernical Valley and in particular, the former location of 

ICI. On another day. 1 went on a boat tour around the Walpole mcnsh near the 

end of duck hunting season. Several people had suggested thcrt it was 

important for me to "go out in the marsh" if I really wcmted to understand a Little 

bit about what it rneans to the people living on the Island. Although the few 

times 1 went to the marsh were brief, both by car and by boat, I can scry that 1 

agree. Talking about it and experiencing it are not the same. 

1 did not live on the I s h d ;  rather I made the two hour drive from London 

to WaIpole Island several ümes a month. This made a big difference in my 

relcrtionships with the community because 1 was not able to just "hang out" and 

get to know people less fomdy. 1 was almost always there with a purpose. 

although 1 did attend one Tuesdcry euchre night and the annual duck dinner 

which were purely social events. Many people I only met once or twice, 

including the day I i n t e ~ e w e d  them. Therefore. the ongoing relationships I 

have are with the Heritage Centre staff and the women of Akii Kwe. It is p d y  



for this reason that my study focuses on these two groups withÏn Walpole 

Island. Another factor is that these are groups and not individu&, which is 

important from a theoretical perspective since I was inveçtigating the 

construction of group identities. If this were a larger project, one could also Iook 

at other groups such as hunters and fishermen, youth groups, elders and 

workers at the water treatment plant. While I did t& with some individuds in 

these other groups, 1 was not able to develop a coherent coltective perspective 

cmd so 1 have chosen to concentrate on the Heritage Centre and Akii Kwe. 

Fieldwork Bevond Wal~oIe Island 

In order to study the interrelations among Wdpole Island First Nation, ICI cmd 

the Ministry of Environment, it was necessary to do some fieldwork off the island 

as well. 1 conducted a number of interviews with non-Natives who were involved 

in the water issues in different ways. 

1 was able to i n t e ~ e w  the project manager responsible for the 

remedicction of the ICI site. She took me on a tour of the site and she &O 

provided me with a Summary Report prepared for ICI by an environmental 

consultant firm who was hired by the Company for the Joint Board Hecnings in 

1995. B is £rom these two sources of data and an interview with a retired 

process operator who worked at the site for thrty years fhat m y  information and 

analyses regarding ICI are derived. There were no face-to-face interactions 

among members of WIFN and ICI that 1 was able to observe during m y  penod 

of fieldwork. Written sources that I used to o b t c ~  a thxd pcnty perspective 

included the Joint Board and Court Appeds decisions, as well as  several 

newspaper articles. 
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1 intervkwed the senior project advisor for the St. CI& RemedicJ Action 

Plcm (RAP) at the Ontario Muiistry of Enviromnent (MOE) in Sarnia, Ontario. He 

provided me with information on the RAP project as well as background on the 

MOEfs perspective regardhg pollution, scientific testing, cmd treatment and 

uses of the river. 

During my investigaiion of other sources of pohtion in the St. Clair River, 

1 found it heIpful to tak to a city engineer at City Hd in Sarnia- 1 in te~ewed  

him and he gave me some m e n  information on the Sarnia sewage treatment 

plant and the City's plans to upgrade the system. 1 later interviewed another 

MOE employee with respect to this matter and 1 attended a Scrmia City Council 

meeting at which the upgrade to the system cnid its benefits for Walpole Island 

and other domstream users were debated. 

Another man I in te~ewed  was a retired chemist who Iives near Walpole 

Island on the Canadicm side of the nver. He has been active in tqmg to raise 

public awareness of the pollution of the St. CIair River, cmd he has been to 

several meetings at Walpole. He is especially concemed with the chernicals 

that the govemment dows to be discharged into the nver by the industries in 

Chernical Valley because he says that there are no studies to prove there will 

be no long term effects on health due to these toxic substances. He was one of 

only two non-Native people with qscientific perspective that I encountered who 

chdenged the scientific claims of the MOE or ICI. 

Chapter Two of this thesis explores the politics of environmental 

management, discussing the relationships among the groups whose voices are 



most ofien heard on water issues. Some history is presented for context, and a 

case study is given to illustrate the different perspectives. Other issues which 

innuence these relations cmd provide a wider view of where each perspective 

fits include the movement toward self-government for Wdpole Island First 

Nation, their ongoing pursuit for recognition of pcrrticdar lcmd claims, 

govemment sponsored Rernedid Action Plans W s )  designed to improve 

certain areas in the Great Lcrkes basin. and a general trend in public poiicy 

which places environmentd protection and preservaüon as a pnority for both 

govemment and industry- 

Chapter Three considers identity construction processes through an 

aalysis of the discourses presented in taIk about water quality. I d r m  on 

theoretical and cmdyt~cal modeIs used by a variety of sources. Specific Ojibwe 

practices and culturd values are discussed. Concepts of entiflement, 

responsibility and accountability in discourse are included in the section on 

direct speech within quotes. Examples of how identity is negotiated through 

face-to-face linguistic practices are presented throughout the chapter. 

Chcrpter Four presents the concIusions, as well as some suggestions and 

possibilities for increasing successful communiccrtion among the groups. 

Limitations and obstacles are dso  addressed, The final section includes some 

of the reactions of participants in this project, outlining what they have learned 

and how this research might be usehi. 

The appendices include a map of the St. Clair region whch shows the 

relative locations of Walpole Island First Nation and the ICI site, as well as two 

current media representations of the water quality issue in the St. Clair Eùver. 



Without a clear and unequivocd self-statement, to which society 
in generd will pay attention, the Aboriginal vision risks fading uito 
insignificance. Therein Les the challenge: to reassert valued 
traditional principles in such a w w  that they wiU be pertinent in a 
hdamentally chcrnged world (Dickason 199828, underline 
added) . 

Murray Edelman, in Constnrcfurg the Polfical Specffac, stcrtes that 

conatcts over meanhg are the substance of politics. Politics is based not on 

what c m  be seen or demonstrated, but on "what must be supposed, assurned, 

or constructed' ( E d e h a n  1988: 105). This is an apt description of the issues 

surroundhg water quality in the St. Clair River, which are highly political 

indeed- Moreover, much of the debate over contaminants and their effects is 

based on suppositions, assumptions and constructions of h m ,  safety, health, 

tolerance, and other relevant concepts. 1 have witnessed heated discussions in 

meetings where tensions and frustrations ran high due to both a lack of 

understanding and acceptance of particda definitions or constructions. 

People with multiple perspectives, voices cmd ideologies interact together with 

vaqing degrees of communicative and, consequently, political success. This 

thesis explores such interactions with a view towcrrd increasing possibilities of 

successful communication. 

The purpose of this chapter is to set the stage for the linguistic andyses 

in chapter three by introducing the main actors, providing a background to 

their perspectives on water in a wider environmental context, and presenting 

an o v e ~ e w  of key points of connict or solidarity arnong the groups. The main 

groups to be considered are the Walpole Island Hentage Centre, the women's 



group known as Akii Kwe, Impsrid Chemicd hdustries, and the Ontario 

Ministry of Environment which inchdes those working on the Remedial Action 

Plan (RPP). 1 have chosen to focus on these groups because their voices were 

the most prominent when 1 set out to investigate who had what to say about the 

wcrter and about the others invoived in the issue. 

1 started with the Walpole Island community as the centre of my study, 

cmd then 1 detennined who they were tnllcing with outside the community crnd 

what the divisions were within it! My aim is to bring attention to some of the 

complexities which underlie the construction of group identities, rather than to 

reduce matters to simplistic and superficial labels. 1 stress, then. that what 

follows is based on the limitations of my own fieldwork and data. In no wcry do 1 

suggest thcri this is an exhaustive shidy of the politics of water in the St. Clair 

River. 

My criteria for dividing the groups as 1 did above were Iargely derived 

from "stock texts", a concept of fundamental importance in Edelmads book and 

one of enormous value for anatyzing discourse. Stock texts are coherent sets of 

certain words, phrases, metaphors, analogies and narratives which are used 

repeatedly by a speaker or speakers in order to frame the events, issues, 

problems, etc. being discussed. Stock texts characterize a particular belief 

systern, ideology, or set of values. These stock texts are mailabLe to the 

speaker who then applies them in a variety of contexts. For instance, a 

businessperson might talle about any situation using a stock text of "costs and 

benefits". 

2 acknowledge that there are f o r  more voices within WalpoIe's co1pmunity than I have anaiyzed 
or given space to in this work, but 1 was lùnited in both time for fieldwork and scope of anaiysis. 



Particular discursive practices corne to be identified with a certain 

speaker or group through their repetitive use. Care must be taken. however. 

not to assume that using the same or simiIar words means that Mo speakers 

share the same definition of those ternis. hdeed. a partidm word may be part 

of two different stock texts. For example. residents of Walpole Island refer to 

any discharge coming from industrial sources. intentional or accidentd. as 

"spills". They talk of 'legal spf i"  or "doing spWr and aU are considered 

potentially harmfuI. Industry representcrtives. on the other hand. define spills as 

being uncontrolled and accidentd They are distinguished from controlled 

releases which are c d e d  "discharges". Spills in the indusûy's discourse may 

be hardul, but discharges are not. Sirnply put, the shared use and 

interpretation of stock texts d o w s  members of a group to be identified as 

belonging to that group. The rest of this thesis considers interactions arnong 

and between mernbers of groups who share stock texts. and wcrys of speakmg 

and interpreting the speech of others. 

Another way to differentiate groups of people. cornmonly used by 

linguists, is by refeming to speech communities. Membership in a speech 

community is based on shcned knowledge of "whcrt should be said and how to 

scry it, to whom it should be said and under what circumstances, cmd how what 

is said is interpreted" (Basso 1990:76). This includes political, economic. 

hierarchical and other factors which form identity categories and are 

experienced and expressed through linguistic interaction. Identiiy rooted in 

various speech communities is not based ody on a parücuiar language variety 

(such as Canadicm English) but equdy  importantly on howlanguage is used 

by speakers to negotiate multiple affiIiations. The speech comnunity senres as 

a useful unit for the analysis of identity cdegories both because it provides the 



basis for knowledge how produce and interpret speech, and 

beccruse it cuis across the usual divisions of social groups such as economic 

class, gender, and race. 

ki the sections which follow, 1 present various perspectives, displcrying 

how the use of stock texts and discursive practices distinguiçhes each 

perspective. It was through these discursive forms that I became f d a r  with 

how the groups were constituted, their concems, and their interpretations of the 

interactions in which they pcnticipated. My purpose here is to present each 

group as a separate speech conimtmity using discourse practices 

with that group. This will d o w  the readers to becorne f d a r  with 

activities, perspectives and stock phrases of each. 

associated 

the 

Walpole Island Heritaae Centre 

It is no t surprising that my first contact with Walpole Island First Nation was 

through the Heritage Centre. In many ways, the Heritage Centre and the 

people who work there serve as a link between the community and the general 

public h g  off the island. The Centre itself is a place that extends a welcome 

to visitors and to those who are interested in leaming about the heritage and 

culture of Walpole Island, including members themselves. The research group, 

Nin-Da-Waab-Jig (rneaning "those who seek to W') works out of the Heritage 

Centre. The Centre also maintains a website on the Intemet and produces a 

newsletter. 

Nin.Da.Waab.Jig was formed in 1983 and the Heritage Centre opened in 

1989. The stated mission of Nin.Da.Waab.Jig is to preserve, interpret and 

promote the ncrtural and cultural heritage of the Walpole Island First Nation 

community. This is done through various research projects within the areas of 



history, land claims, environmental issues cmd cultural heritage. as welI as 

through activities which involve both members cmd non-members of the 

cornmunity (WFN n-d.). The work of Nin-Da-Waab.Jig tends to be CO-operative 

and based in the Walpole Island community. 

While the workers in the Heritage Centre may chcmge, as an institution it 

has an identity both within and outside Walpole I s l d  'The Heritage Centre 

participates in numerous conferences, seminars and workçhops, and is 

generdy recognized as a credibIe spokesperson for First Nations' 

environmental approaches" (Walpole Island Heritage Centre 199 7a). Over the 

years, the voice of the Heritage Centre has often been perceived as 

synonymous with that of the First Nation as a whole, unifyuig the two. But it must 

be made clear that this perception is shared only by outsiders as, in fa&, some 

members of the Walpole Island cornrnunity describe the Heritage Centre as 

removed or even acting contrary to comrnunity interests. 

The perceived dissociation of the Heritage Centre from the cornmunity is 

based, in part, on perceptions of academic research as exclusive and 

inaccessible. or even irrelevant to community concems, which puts th2 

Heritage Centre researchers in a position of having to continudy demonstrate 

the applicability cmd community-based nature of their work Qacobs personal 

communication), Another factor which contributes to this identification is the 

contact between .the Heritage Centre and outside agencies, including media, 

govemment agents, industry representatives, and other groups who are often 

seen as jeopcadizing WIFnrs stniggle for Native rights. Hentage Centre s i d  sit 

on boards cmd cornmittees and these positions are considered by some 

Islanders to be "selling out". 
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Other negcrtive sentiments derive firom the f i  that the Heritage Centre 

receives funding h m  the B a n d  Council, reports to a cornmittee which includeç 

Council mernbers, and makes recomrnendations to Council based on their 

research. The B a n d  Council is recognized as a govemment creded by the 

Indicm Act, and is therefore w W n  the structure of the Canadian federal 

govemment. This associcrtion is seen as a negative one by some comrnunity 

rnembers who consider the Band Council to be "an instrument of bureaucratk 

control rather than a forum for the meaninsful expression of local interests" 

(Hedley and Jacobs 199 kg). The Heritage Centre has been an active cmd 

influentid voice in environmental issues but 1 am not suggesting that it 

represents the only voice of the communitytY 

Walpole Island First Nation, largely through the efforts of the Heritage 

Centre, is involved in a tripartite stniggle to secure an "adequate land base and 

hill self govemment" so that they can "manage [thed environment in a marner 

that respects traditional values" (Walpole Island Heritage Centre 1997a). There 

have been "a nurnber of community-based initiatives designed to promote 

greater understanding and protection of the present communityk naturd 

environment and ecosysterns". The recurreni themes which form the approach 

of the Hentage Centre to en.onrnentd management are: 1) improve the 

environment and counter externd threats to its 'health; 2) research the historicd 

relationship between aboriginal peoples and the land; 3) solve environmental 

problems with a balance of "traditional knowledge and values" and "modem 

science and technologir; 4) fonnally define the land base and secure the 

powers "for proper environmental management" (Walpole Island Heritage 

Centre 199 7a)- 



While 1md claims can take decades to resolve, action taken to protect 

the environment has benefits in the present and in the future. Research done on 

historical relationships between lands cmd people is used both in support of 

land d a i m s ,  and as a source of information for the treatment of the environment 

in the present and &hue. Walpole Island First Nation, in its opposition to the 

proposed discharge of waste water into the river by knpenal Chemicd 

Industries, is asserting Aboriginal title to the waters and the riverbed. even 

though this haç yet to be recognized by Canadian govemments. The Heritage 

Centre's position is thcrt they will continue to carry out their responsibilities to 

the land in their territory to the best of their ab* pointing out thd self- 

gove-ent and respected Aboriginal jurisdiction. when they become recdity, 

will only facilitate that work. The cornmon view held by WIFN members active in 

these issues is that, given the history of environmental policies. neither the 

federal nor the provincial govemments of Canada can be trusted to adequately 

protect the environment or the interests of the First Nation. Therefore. they must 

be more assertive and persistent in their efforts. 

Mcmy publications produced by the Heritage Centre refer to the concept 

of sustccinability (see especidy Jacobs et al. 1990, Jacobs 199213 and 1998). 

Sustainable development, as defined by the Heritage Centre, is "equitable 

social. economic, cultural and technological bettemekt in a way that does not 

pollute our ecosystem and deplete naturd resources" (Jacobs 1992b:182). It is 

important to note that the focus is not only on economic development or 

technological progress. The Heritage Centre uses sustainable development to 

refer to the "Unprovernent of human resources", building skiUs w i h  the 

"Land" is generdy understood to mecm the naturd environment including water, pkmts, wildlife 
and the e a r h  
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community tu co-aperativeIy work toward "the proper management of naturd 

resources [which] depends a lot on having sufficient capital and information 

resources as weEt (Jacobs 1992b:183). In this way, sustainable development 

means the development of a sustainabIe co~~ l~~~un i t y ;  the resources and the 

people are inextricably iinked. 

Walpole Island is not "against development". On the contrary, the 

Heritage Centre promotes a combuicrtion of traditional values and modem 

technology, Western science and local uidigenous knowledge. Development is 

desired, but it must be done "re~ponsibly'~ and with the participation of First 

Nations people. Some principles for sustcrinabIe development have been 

outlined: sustainable development is an imperative, not an option; resources 

and products denved from them must be equitably distributed; technology must 

be used positively; and institutional rnechanisms must be fair, efficient cmd 

based on CO-opercrtion (Jacobs 1992b: 184-5). 

From a cultural point of view, the Heritage Centre's discourse of 

sustainability mixes traditional with contemporaxy beliefs and practices in such 

a way thcrt it resists w q s  of relating to the naturd world that are imposed by 

the dominant Canadian society. It allows thern to talk about the sigmficaaice of 

the land and waters and all living crecmires which goes far beyond their values 

as economic resources promoted in mainstre&n Canadian discourse. 

Spirituality, economics, health. politics cmd philosophy are d intertwoven in the 

relationship of people to the environment, which is often referred to as one of 

"stewardship". People must respect and presenre all elements of the ncrtural 

world both because of their inherent value, and in order to ensure a good life 

for the next seven generations. It is upon this foundation that the Heritage 

Centre has built support for sustainable development. makmg cultural beliefs 
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political. judicial and scientific. and mobilinng the comrnunity toward a goal of 

a safe and healthy environment (Van Wpberghe 1997:209-IO). The 

sustcrinability discourse has dso  been instrumental in the education of the 

public outside of WIFN, encouraging industries, govemments and private 

citizens to take responsibility for the state of the world in which they live. 

By doing their own original research, the Heritage Centre is able to 

promote their vision of sustainde development together with the identity of 

Walpols Iskmders as stewards of the land and protectors of the wildlife. an 

identity based in tradition but which they hold to be relevant for d time. 

Community knowledge, values and beliefs are reflected in the kind of research 

done and the way it is presented. One example often talked about at Walpole 

Island is the EAGLE project (Effects on Aboriginals from the Great Lakes 

Environment) which was undertaken by Native community mernbers, together 

with Canadian federd agencies. The project studied the health impacts of 

certain contaminants found in wild foods consumed by groups such as hunters, 

fishermen, and their families who were considered "hi& risk because of their 

above-average consumption. Another local project involved gathering oral 

histones from older mernbers of the community to be used for education of the 

youth and in the preparation of kand daims. These projects are important 

beccnise they give the community a reference which is local and kom a Native 

perspective. so that they need not rely solely on extemal sources of histoncal or 

scientific knowledge which is frequently biassed against Native interests. 

Publishing research and attending conferences also c d s  the attention of 

non-Natives to this construction of the WIFN community as protectors of the 

environment and sources of valuable ecological knowledge. This c m  be seen 

as part of a long term strcrtegy to gain recognition and credibility so that they 



mcry have more Muence on the outcomes of environmental and development 

issues that affect community He. such as the ICI case. In other words, 

"extendhg control over the production of knowledge was seen as part of a 

movement towards furthering local cnitonomy" (Hedley and Jacobs 199 1: 1). The 

Heriiage Centre, thenr is an important institution crt Walpole Island. 

Akü Kwe: The Wornen's Groux, 

As rnentioned earlier. Akü Kwe was formed in response to 1 0 s  proposal to 

discharge waste water into the St. Clair River in 1995. At a cornmunity meeting, 

it was decided that WIFN shodd fight the proposed discharge. Councü adopted 

this resolution. but according to one woman. "nothing was happening so the 

women started hcming meetings in homes and getting orgcmized" (Kicknoswcry 

personal communication). It was korn a sense of responsibiïty as women, who 

are identified in their community as "keepers of the water". that they felt 

something should be done. Below is an excerpi from a position paper thcrt the 

Wornen of ~ k e j w a n o n ~ ~  presented at the Joint Board Hearing regarding the ICI 

discharge application: 

Now that we have been asked. it is our duty to speak out on behalf 
of our Earth Mother and the water so crucial to aU life, We s ~ e a k  
todw not as victims. but as authors of our own future. We speak 
on behalf of our brothers and sisters. the plants and animals 
whose care and concem has long been ignored by the world .... 
Among all Native Culhues, no force is considered more sacred, or 
more powerful than the abiIity to create new He. Al1 femcdes are 
the human manifestation of the Earth Mother, who is the first and 
ulomcrte @ver of life. In o u  instructions: minobimacrtisiiwin - we 
are to care for her" .... We axe demanding spiritual and mord 
accountabfity fiom the industrial world thcrt so blaiantly ignores 
the condition of the Earth, the sacred water. and our people. We 
are asking for the understanding of d women, of ail cultures. to 

The women were first -hown as ''the women of Bkejwanong', but since Septenber 1998, they have 
been publicly hown as Akiï Kwe. 



the concerns we rcrise about the care of our Earth Mother, and for 
the sacred water (Women of Bkejwanong 1996, underline added). 

1 have inciuded this lengthy quote because it outlines the foundational 

concepts of the group's position and the identity which they are constructing for 

themselves as women £rom a particuIar Aboriginal culture. Myma Kicknosway, 

the chairwomcm of Akü Kwe emphasized to me th& the group was intended to 

bring women together to work for a clean and healthy river. Cultural beIiefs 

about wornen's roles and responsibiïties to the earth and the water gave rise to 

the formcrtion of the group, but they do not exclude others who share their 

concems and goals. 

Akii Kwe is committed to establishing relcrtionships with people outside 

the Island, including other First Nations, non-Natives, environmenid groups 

and politicians. They wcmt peopIe all around the Great Lakes to understand 

how pollution affects every aspect of life and how each person has a 

responsibility to reduce it. They have been successful in gcrining support and 

brinmg about positive change, more so in the United States than in Canada. 

The explanation 1 was given for this ciifference was that the govemrnent of 

Canada "is in the pocket of big business" and that Americcms tended to be 

more active in raising crwareness and lobbying govemment. 

The culturd teaching thcrt women are keepers of the water is 

symbolicdy linked to the fact that water sustains all life, includuig the human 

fetus, which lives in the mother's water for nine months. The women d s o  see 

themselves as protedors and teachers of children. It is their responsibility to 

keep the water clean and to teach the children to respect the sacredness of the 

water as they are growing up. Because they believe that they have these 

responsibilities and the power within them to carry them out, the wornen do not 
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construct themselves as vicüms. but rather as capable actors who can 

overcome the challenges cmd obstacles that they face. They see themselves as 

"authors of our own future" as stated above. 

Akü Kwe focuses on the social and spiritual aspects of the relationship 

between humans and water. They are concemed with the health of the 

community, of the plants and animalsr of the creatures living in the water cmd of 

the wcrter itself. They t ak  often about the mecming of the wder. as a source of 

comfort or of pleasure, as sornething sacred, as hcrving hecding properües, cmd 

as a life-giving element. The aa t i e s  thcrt members of Akii Kwe participate in 

reflect this social and spiritual focus. They hold meetings in different homes to 

dlçcuss the mecming crnd the contact they hwe  with wcrter in their d d y  Iives. 

They conduct pipe cerernonies. "sweats". tobacco offerings and other foms of 

prayer. They attend meetings of other groups concerned with enWonmental or 

health issues. travelling around to gcrther support for their own cause, and 

obtorining information to share with the cornrnunity. As Kicknoçway puts it: 'We 

try to keep it at the highest Ievel and stcry out of the poïrtcs." There is some 

political involvement as they try to raise awcrreness and secure hding  to 

augment their limited resources. but the general attitude is that "other people 

can do that, so we do what's needed". 

For the last two years, a scientist boom Michigan has been working with 

Akh Kwe on a wlunteer basis to provide Walpole Island with scienafic evidence 

of the hcnmful effects of parbcular contarninants in the St. Clair River. The 

women have. on occasion, made joint presentations with hun, giving a 

perspective that balances the scientific with the socid/spiritual. This is 

considered to be effective as it legitimizes both sides. They recognize that in 

many menas, scientific evidence is the only kind of evidence given any 



credibility and they would IÎke to be able to do their own testing of the water. 

They also recognize, however, that poUution in the water goes f a r  beyond 

questions of science, so their focus remcrins on the daily issues of their 

community and the spiritual contribution they can make. 

Akii Kwe has no formal leadership, but there is a continual sharing of 

information among the women. The structure of the group is flexible as each 

woman does whcrt she c m  The number of women in attendance crt a given 

meeting ranges fkom two to ten or more. In the past year, Akii Kwe has taken 

steps toward becoming more orgcmized. The need for a name became an 

issue when they started to apply for kuiding from certain gmnting agencies 

who wcmted to know about the group and expected a more formal structure. 

The women d s o  scrw the benefits of having a publicly recognizable identity, so 

that when they traveued around tcdking about their work, ùybg to gain 

supporters, people would know who they were and would be able to associate 

individual women with the group. After careful consideration, they decided on 

Akii Kwe, meaning literally, "earth womcm". 

Akii Kwe has very Iittle direct contact with ICI or other industries. 

Industries are seen as the adversary, and are not generally tmsted. especidy 

given the government policy of self-monitoring whereby the industries report the 

results of their monitoring and cmalyses to the lhistry of Environment. 

Members of Akii Kwe doubt that the government has any certain@ of what the 

industries are discharging into the river, legally or illegally, cmd that anyone 

r e d y  knows what kind of effects those substances are having on human, 

animal or plant health. This doubt is shared by many at WIFN. It also reflects a 

distrust of government policies, which often change when different parties are 

elected. Despite the distrusthl attitude, the women 1 spoke to descnbed the 
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Minisûy of Environment personnel as being cwperaüve when possible, 

answeruig their questions cmd accepting invitations to meet with the women to 

discuss the issues, 

Relations between the Heritage Centre and Akii Kwe are descnbed as 

co-operative by members of both groups. The Heritage Centre has been 

offered as a place where the women can hold meetings and the library 

resources are made availabIe to them as well, The wornen extend invitations to 

the Heritiage Centre staf£ to attend important meetings with outside groups. 

The two groups are working separately and on different issues in most cases, 

but they do meet with some regularity to share information. 

ICI - 
Imperia1 Chernicd Industries (IO, headquartered in the United Kingdom, has 

more than two hundred manufacturing sites located in over tm countries. ICI 

Canada operated a plant on a site located approxhcrtely ten kilometres 

upstream of Walpole Island First NdionI on the eastem bank of the St. Clair 

River. The phosphate fertilizer plant was built in 1967 by Canadicm hdustries 

Limited (CI-L) and operated und it was closed in 1986. In 1990, C-1- became 

known as ICI. The site continued operations under ICI until1993 when the 

ammonia, urea and nitnc acid manufacturing facilities were sold to Terra 

International (Terra). ICI retcrins ownership and responsibdity for the remainder 

of the site which includes eleven large holding ponds containing sludge and 

both treated and untreated process wcrter, as weU as a gypsum "stack" which 

was created during nearly twentyyears of phosphate production (Be& 1995: 1). 

The gypsum stack is about eighteen metres high and covers 

approximately forty hectares. Contained within it are necrcly seven million 
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tonnes of gypsum and porewater. Water kom precipitatian continues to seep 

into the stack and there is continual leaching out of it (Be& 19953). Due to 

successive years of aboveaverage more ponds had to be built. to the 

present total of eleven. At Ieast three Control Orders were given by the MOE to 

discharge treated water from the ponds into the river, in order to avoid an 

uncontrolled overflow. The stack and the ponds comprise ICPs present site and 

are the focus of the companfs remediation project. The first step in the 

remediation of the site is to discharge the pond water, with a cormnitment 'To 

muiimizing nsk to human h d t h  and the environment, and to satisfylng the 

requitements of the Ontario Ministry of Environment and Energy"' (Beak 1995: 1 ) . 

In order for the site to be fuly remediated. the water has to be disposed 

of and the remaining sludge must be contained or neutrcrlized in an 

environmentdy acceptable manner. Solutions are also being sought to 

dispose of or manage the gypsum stack. In the long term, there has been a 

proposal to create an d c i d  wetiand cnea where the ponds are currently 

loccrted. Wetlcmds arose as a possibility because. according to the project 

manager, "wetlands need a source of water, and we will have a constant 

source of water at this site for a long time because of the seepage out of the 

stack". The benefit is that wet vegetative cover would prevent the sludge from . 

drymg up and "dusting" or blowing m a y  and dispersing into the environment to 

potentially cause probIems. Moreover. wetlands "can be used as a poüshuig 

treatment step" to further clean the water since the plants growing in wetlands 

need phosphorous, ammonia and nitrate to growr substances found within the 

leachate coming from the gypsum stack (Lusby persond communication). 

Pnor to 1997, h e  Ministry of Environment was the Ministry of Environment and Energy. 



There is a public relations value in crecrting a vPildIi£e refuge as well. 

DurKig my site vis& a large flock of Canada geese on the top surface of the 

stack was pointed out to me, dong with some ducks on the ponds and some 

reeds growing dong the edges. These are considered "good signs" that the 

area is habitable, and "it gives people a level of comfort when they see  our 

ddlife" because if it were severely contaminated, they would not be there 

(Lusby persond communication). 

ICPs perspective on water quality issues begins with the acceptance of 

the necessity of industry and the products of industry, and ends with an 

insistence on adherence to estabüshed scientific procedures. The first 

argument asserts th& if society desires the modern conveniences made 

avdable through industrial processes, whether manufactured products or 

chernicals used to enhance agriculhird production, then industries are 

required. Industriai processes require wcrier at various stages, such as coohg, 

heating, creating s t e m  to nin engines, or for carrying suspended waste. The 

scientific principles and technologies used in manufacturing are also used in 

treating wcrter by removing or reducing contaminants in it. 

The protocols used by industries and required by the Canadmn 

government are derived fiom very specific scientific tests which are set out to 

measure arnounts of substances and subsequent changes in other substances 

or orgcmisms with which they corne into contact. If clcrims about water quality 

are to be accepted or made by ICI, they should be based on scientific data and 

cmalysis. This is not to suggest that results of these studies and procedures 

cannot be proven wrong in the future or by other scientific methods. But claims 

made and decisions for action are based on the information mailable at the 



time and any new methods or technologies must be equdy rigid in their 

scientific approach (Lusby personal commu.nÏccrtion). 

The phrase *&ution is the solution to poIIutionl' is used by some people to 

describe the policies of governrnent and industries which d o w  contamiRants to 

enter the river. Those opposed to this concept chdenge it with an ideal policy 

of "zero discharge" mecming that no amount of persistent toxic substances 

çhould be pennitted to be discharged. When 1 questioned the ICI spokesperson 

about this, she replied that "dilution is the solution to pollution" does not apply to 

ICTs situation because of the s m d  mixing zones. That is, due to the low leveIs 

of contaminants in the effluent. and the high volume cmd rate of flow in the St. 

Clair River, most substances would be dispersed to the point of indetectability 

within ten metres or so, If the contaminants were still detedable d e r  ten 

kilometres. for example, that would be considered using dilution as a solution. 

Since ICI trecrts the waste water before it is released. and wi th  the mixhg zones 

ço small, Lusby is confident thd the discharge is h d e s s  because the 

concentration is extremely low. 

ICI has made public consultation an important part of their planning 

process. There have been a nurnber of cornrnunity groups which met regularly 

with ICI personnel to discuss issues or solutions. exchange information and 

voice their concems about ICI activities since 1987 (Beak 1995:26-28). A 

mernber of WIFN was on at least one of these cornmittees, but there is also a 

separate consultcrtion process for First Nations cornmunities which includes 

WIFN cmd the Chippewas of Samia . h addition to these group consultations. 

there have also been "open house meetings1' orgcmized by ICI so thcrt the 

management of the pond water codd be discussed with interested members of 

the public. ICI d m p t s  to be seen as open to the public so that people know 



they are not trying to hide unethicd or ilIegd actions. They invite concemed 

parties to corne and visit the site. or to do analyses of the pond wder if they 

wish, so that they can understand the procedures and become cornfortable 

with the treatment and discharge process (Lusby personal commwiiccrtion). 

Ministrv of Environment (MOE) and the Remedid Action Plan (RAPL 

According to a provincial officer for the Ontario Ministry of Environment (MOE). 

the responsibiïty of the MOE is tu 'Yhe public". Their job is to protect the 

environment and control pollution through Iegislation dealing with air, Icmd. 

water and waste, for the benefit of human use. This includes preventing 

disease. and protectuig fish, wildlife and vegetation. The MOE identifies 

sources of pollution, develops plans of action to respond to environmental 

threats. and determines methods for measuring or evaluating progress. The 

technology and the means exit to have a cleaner environment. so there is a 

moral irnperative to use this potentid to the Uest .  

The MOE does periodic sarnpling of water where people are known to 

swirn. but not every beach is tested and the testing is infrequent due to limited 

financial resources. This means that, in mmy cases, wcrter quality may be 

questionable. Common negative effects known to resdt from swimming soon 

d e r  rain or high winds are skin rashes or diarrhoea, but the MOE admits that 

there are no long term studies done by them to determine the accumulated 

effects of contaminants on humans or wildlife. 

The studies that are done by the MOE tend to isolate particular 

compounds or suites of compounds known to behave in sirniiar ways.They 

conduct some studies on the aquatic organisrns living in the riverbed in order to 

rneasure their health, and thus determine the quality of the water. Generally 
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specrking, however, there are no studies of combinations of pollutants which 

might show how contaminants interact. The procedure used is to isolate 

individual substances and their effects so that guidelines and standards ccm be 

developed for each one. 

Any industry wishing to discharge effluent into the river must first apply 

for a Certiticcrte of Approval from the MOE. The Mimstry's decision to g a n t  the 

cerûficate is based on the company's c o r n p h c e  with set regulations, . 
standards and conditions. These standards are developed according to the 

size of the stream, the substances to be discharged, the amount of eMuent and 

other factors. To people involved in the process. this is known as the regdatory 

regirne which has been established to control what goes into the nver and to 

ensure that no hann will corne to the environment or to humans. 

The concepts of dilution and concentration are important in these 

scientSc standards. Contaminants are measured usucrlly in parts per million. 

billion or trillion Certain effects can be expected when the concentration of a 

substance in water reaches a certain level. Safety and haxm are measured in 

this way, so that if a contaminant falls below a specified amount in a given 

volume of water, no effects can be detected. Water containhg substances 

below the accepted level is deemed safe to discharge, whereas water hcrving 

concentrations higher than the acceptable level, is considered contaminated 

and unsafe. Using this reasoning, larger amounts of pollutants c m  be released 

into lmger volumes of water, as long as the proportion remains crt the accepted 

level. It is to this policy that the opponents of "dilution as the solution to pollution" 

are referring. 

Occasiondy, accidentcrl "spiUs" occur whereby pollutants enter the nver 

in an uncontrolled fashion, without a Ceriificcde of Approval. These spills c m  
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result £rom leaks, m ~ c t i o n s ,  or human error in the d d y  nuining of the 

plants. Residents of communities living downstream are concemed about spills 

because they cannot ctlways prepare by shutting off water intakes untir the 

danger is thought to have passed. Moreover, fish, plants and other ï . g  things 

in the water cannot him off their intakes and must endure whcrtever pollution 

enters their habitat. The MOE wül sometimes lay charges agcrinst companies 

which d o w  large or particulady hazardous spills to occur. Most often, the 

offending companies are merely fined and many times no action is taken 

against the Company if the incident is not considered a "senous offense", 

meaning that contaminating substances did not exceed a set level- 

With respect to the Sarnia sewage treatrnent plant. the officer 1 spoke to 

at the MOE cited money as an obstacle to progress in environmenid protection 

because financiai priority is usually given to other city project S. The same is 

true crt the provincial level where other political issues are dotted limited 

govermnent h d s  in preference to environmental projects. However, when 

environmentai projects are approved and funded. implementation of clean-up 

plans are slow movi~g because people tend to push for the more visible 

problems to be solved first! 

In 1978, the Great Lcrkes Water QuaIity Agreement was signed by 

Canadian crnd American menibers of the IJC (International Joint Commission) 

"as a means of monitoring the restoration of the hstorically degraded areas" of 

the lakes and w d e m q s  (Ontario l986:3). The IJC called for specific Remedial 

Action Plans to be developed for designated Areas of Concern around the 

Great Lakes basin which had severe, persistent environmental probIems. With 

8 WIFN Heritage Centre personnel brought this point up as welI, saying th& it is difficuit to maintain 
~ublic interest in issues which carmot aiwws be seen- The St, Clcrir River has a clear, blue 
&ppecnance so a visual inspection kads m G y  people to beüeve that it is c l m .  
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respect to the S t  Clair River, the MOE has been doing research since 1977 "to 

determine the environmental impact of chernical contarninaüon to the river" 

(Ontario 1986:3)- 

RAP research is based on water and sedixnent samples which are 

analyzed, as weU as discharges kom industries and drinking wcrter intakes at 

Walpole Island First Ncztion, Wdaceburg and Morysville, Michigan. Sediments 

are classified as I1acuteiy lethcrl" or "non-lethal" to certain orgcmisms. ChemicaIs 

found in drinking water are designated as "posing a threat" or not, referring to 

guidelines provided by the WorId He& Orgcmization (Ontario 1986: 16). Other 

categories used to describe pollution include: "moderately contaminated", 

"si@cant/mcrjor/minor source", "detectable levels", "priority pollutants', cmd 

depending on how it enters the river, it is a "point source" such as a sewage 

drain, or a "non-point source" such as agridtural runoff These categories are 

based on quantitative data and are used in developing the plans and 

measuring progress. 

In qualitative terms, RAP seeks to ensure that the water is "drinkable", 

"swimmable", and "fishableu. RAP follows the Great Lakes Water Qucrlity 

Agreement in its pursuit of zero discharge as  an ideal for persistent toxic 

substances. Recognizing that some toxins are persistent and cannot be 

completely eliminated, the goal is to reduce them to the point where they 

cannot be detected and where they will not bioaccumulate in orgcrnisms. 

Generdy, RAP adopts the numbers and criteria for water quaIity which reflect 

the most stringent enforceable values taken fkom among the various federd, 

state and provincial guidelines. Some of the most sensitive are '~ardsticks" for 

drinking wcrter, for the protection of aquatic orgcmiçms, and for high fish 



consumers (Ontario 1993:1). Since RAP has no legislative authority, the team is 

able to maintain their i d e h  to make the river as clean and s a f e  as possible. 

The IjC identified the Areas of Concern according to a list of "impaired 

beneficial uses". A number of these had to be restored in order for an area to 

be "delisted". The full list of fourteen is given here: 

consumption restrictions for fish and d u e  
tainting of fish andddlife flcrvour 
degrcrded fish and wddlife popukatio~s 
fish tumours and other defonnities 
bird or animal deformities or reproduction problems 
degraded populations of anirnals living on lake bottom 
restrictions on dredging activities 
high nutrient levels or undesirable algae 
restrictions on drinking water consumption, or taste 
and odour problems 
beach closings 
degraded aesthetics 
added costs to agriculture or industxy 
degraded populations of minute aquatic plants and 
animais 
loss of fish and wildlife habitat (Ontario c) 

Nine of these fourteen applied to the St. CI& River and it is RAP's goal to deList 

it by addressing these speQfic problems. 

The St. Clair River RAP team consists of government agencies kom 

Canada and the U S A  at both the federal and stcrte/provincial levels. In 

addition, the Binationcrl Public Advisory Council (BPAC) exists to ensure public 

participation in the plcnuiing process. Four of these members are elected to 

senre on the RAP team (Ontario b). Decision making is descnbed as being 

consensus-based and success cornes from having local individuals and groups 

involved in identifyuig priorities for the communitytY Zntimdely, it is up to the 

industries, municipalities and citizens to implement the recommendations 

made by R A .  . There are always economic arguments which cl& that once 

most of the pollution has been eIimlliated, large amounts of money spent to 

h s h  the job would better be spent on other issues. Without continual efforts to 
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educcrte the public about the economic and social benefits of environmental 

protection. industrial funduig and participation in projects will not go beyond 

short term initiatives crùned crt improving corporcrte image and pubIic support 

will wane (Ontario a). 

Gary Johnson is the senior project advisor and has been involved in the 

St. Clair River RAP since it began in 1987. He describes the MOE's work as 

ensuring that the quality of the water at the bottom of the river differs as little as 

possible from that at the top. Wder is an important resource used by boih 

hwnans and other life forms so controUing its qucdity is vital. Johnson reports 

thcrt since 1985, the water quaIity of the river has improved grecrtly and that 

contaminants detected today are mostly coming from sedirnents rcrther than 

active sources. In the past, contaminants could be easily measured in a one 

litre sample of river water. Now, even with more advanced cmalyücal 

technology. many substances are undetectable in a twenty litre sample 

because the concentrcrtions are so low. Johnson explains that this change is 

due to companies making efforts to prevent materials fiom e n t e ~ g  the river, 

either by treating the effluent first, or by other elimiriation processes. In Iight of 

the many pessimistic da ims about pollution and degraded water resources, 

Johnson insists that people should be made mare of the positive progress that 

has been made. 

Because govemment huiding for environmental projects has been cut in 

recent years, it is no longer possible to do many of the extensive analyses and 

monitoring that was once standard procedure at the MOE. The approach has 

become much more focused, with the idea that larger, more beneficial effects 

will be possible if resources are concentmted in areas where they are most 

needed. rather thcm trymg to rnake small improvements in all areas. Thus, 



research and projects must be cost effective, and measuring progress in 

increments has become alI the more important. 

The research follows an integrated approach which combines biological 

and chernicai data with information known about aqucrtic community structure 

and toxicity testing. The method is to use d maiIabIe information in developing 

planç and evaluating impacts. Johnson acknowledges thcrt even with this 

integrcriion much remainç unlaiown. but he is not criticd: 'Tt's a pretty simpEed 

look at an ecosystem. Itrs probably not r e d y  representative of nature. but it's as 

close as we c m  make it for nowSt' He &O points out that standards are usually 

based on individual contaminants, so RAP mu& be able to provide data of this 

nature. Industries, on the other hand, bring up the difficdty in determining the 

exact Iinks of particda substances to toxic effects in order to argue againsi 

costly ctean-up efforts which they cl& are perhaps the responsibifity of other 

companies. Johnson warns that this point of view is problematic because 'kou 

can study a problem for decades and the materid will eventudy disperse and 

we won't have an issue". 

Arguing over accuracy of information is a significant obstacle to 

overcome in co-operative environmental protection projects. Related to this is 

the resistance of industr/ to being told by government what to do to resolve 

pollution problems. The usual procedure was that RAP would idenbfy problems 

and make severd recommendations for possible solutions. The companies, 

however, responded negcrtively to that approach, saying that they wodd 

develop their own solutions once they knew what the problems were. Thus, 

while govemment crnd industry may agree to use scientifically based skidies 

and solutions, there mcry be more than one acceptable way to achieve the 

same goal. 
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Johnson describes his relations with Walpole Island as relaxed and sqs  

he is always comfortable going there. "They have a passion about the issues, 

but they're willing to talk and Esten." He acknowledges "friction1' between the 

First Nations and the govemment which has a Iong history, but he says this is 

understandable. His role is to provide information which he bekeves they h d  

useful. cmd he considers the Canadian government sensitive to the needs of 

First Nations communities when developing environmental protection policies. 

Historical and Present Context of Relations: the ICI Discharge 

The best way to examine the complex relations arnong government, induçtry 

and Walpole Island is to focus on a pcnticular event or series of events. This 

way, the historical development of present situations c m  be traced. providing 

valuable clues to the interpretaüon of the ongoing interrelations. The story that 

follows in this section has many perspectives. 1 wiII set out four versions in order 

to highhght the similarities and differences, setting the context for the cmalysis 

of these discourses in the next chapter. The topic is ICI'S application for a 

Certifîccrte of Approval to discharge the treated waste water contained in the 

eleven ponds. 

The e s t  version of the story is my own. I have consciously tried to choose 

neutrd terms, even as 1 recognize the impossb&y of ths. 1 wcmt to present 

"facts" as they are agreed upon among those presenting the other three 

perspectives. I have already provided a history of the site. explainhg how the 

ponds of waste water were created horn the production of phosphate feraüzer. 

ICI seeks to dispose of these ponds in order to rernediate the site. In Febmary 

1995, ICI applied to the Ontario Ministry of Environment cmd Energy for a 

Certificats of Approval to discharge "apprownately 3.4 d o n  cubic rnetres of 
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rime-trecrted and aged pond water to the S t  Clair River ... over approrcimcrtely 

4.5 years" (Be& 1995:i). The ireabnent used to remove or reduce contarninants 

in the waier include liming cmd biological degradation, d s o  known as "agincj'. 

Alternatives to discharging were explored cmd dismissed. ICI concluded that 

discharging to the river was the most environmentdy responsible cmd feasible 

solution. 

The MOEE's approval of the discharge was based in large part on 

toxicity tests which were set out by the Standards Development Branch in order 

to ensure that there would be no negative impact on the river. Public 

Consultation Guidelines in the Environmental BilI of Rights require that certain 

parties. including First Nations and the genercrl public, must be notified of such 

proposais as the Controlled Discharge. either by the proponent (ICI) or by the 

MOE itself so that all concerns can be addressed before approval is granted. 

WIFN was one of the parties who raised objections to ICI'S proposd and in the 

spring of 1996, the Ontario Environmental Assessrnent Board and the Ontcrrio 

Municipal Board forrned a Joint Board for a consolidated h e a ~ g  regarding the 

Ontario Water Resources Act and the PIcmning Act. Opposing parties 

explained their positions and presented evidence and expert testimonies both 

for and agahst the discharge. Major cpponents in addition to WIFN included 

the t o m  of Wallaceburg and Parkway Over Waste. a group represenüng 

families residing downstream of ICI. 

At the hearing. ICI presented scientific evidence that the wder to be 

discharged met the requirernents of the Provincial Water Qudty Objectives 

and would pose no harm to aquatic life, nor compromise the drinking wder 

supply for cornmunities downstream. Walpole Island provided testimony by a 

torcicoiogist who stated that the Provincial Wcrter Quality Objectives do not take 
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into account WIFN's unique relationship with the environment. Furthermore. 

there was insuffident information to detemiine what impact the discharge 

would have. Other speakers who appeared on behcrlf of WafpoIe Island 

explained that the environment in which they üve had al-eady been degraded 

due to chernical pollution and that there was a constant fear in the community 

about water quaüty issues. The town of Wdaceburg, d e r  hearing ICI'S 

testimony and testing the pondwater themselves, were satisfied that the 

discharge would pose no harm to them. ICI had also pledged over a million 

dollars to finance a water tower for Wallaceburg so that they could have their 

own resenre supply. They withdrew their objection. 

Part of Walpole's participation in the hearing was a "community circie" 

held on the Island. to which they invited the members of the Joint Board. This is 

a traditional community fonun which allows d those who have somethuig to 

say cm opporhuiity to be heard. Community mernbers taked about their 

relationship to the water cmd why they felt the discharge was not the right thing 

to do. Testimony given at this meeting was not accepted by the Board as 

"evidence" but was taken into consideration- 

In the end, the Board decided to approve 1 0 s  proposd for Controlled 

Discharge of the pond water. stcrting that: 

... the proposed discharge will contribute but a s m d  fiaction of the 
loadings alrsady flowing in the River; d MOEE policies and 
requirements will be met; there wiil be no measurable impact on 
the River; no ecological impact WU occur in the discharge zone or 
the WaIpole Island ecosystem; and any increase in exposure 
potential from the discharge is scientificdy insignificant (IQ v. 
Board:30). 

WIFN appealed the Joint Board's decision to two levels of the Ontario 

court system, but each time the decision was upheld The last rejection was in 

September 1997. A final appeal to the federal court was eventudy withdrawn 



due to lack of funk.  Meanwhile. in Novernber 1996, the MOEE ordered an 

emergency discharge to prevent the possibiIity of the retainuig w d s  of the 

ponds collapsing as a resdt of exceedingly high water levels after increased 

precipitaüon. WIFN unsuccessfully appealed this decision in December 1996. h 

March 1998. the last emergency discharge occurred. Iasting for about three 

weeks. releasing a total of 17.5 million Imperid gallons of treated pond wcrter 

into the St, Clair mer, 

Confiict and Aareement: Constnictinu Identities 

The other three versions corne fiom very düferent perspectives and display 

values and beliefs which are sometimes in opposition to one another. Before 

presenting these stones. 1 wiU outline certain points of connict and agreement 

which are significcmt in the processes of constructing identity. These points wiIl 

be explored in further detail in the next chapter. 

For ICI and the MOE, obtaining a Ceroficate of Approval to discharge the 

waste wcrter is cm orduiaryI unremarkable process. WIFN. on the other hand, 

emphasizes the specid nature of the situation, focusing on the contamination of 

the river. rather than on the controlling of the discharge. Jacobs identifies the 

MOE and ICI as short-sighted. makmg potentidy Mealtering decisions without 

knowing the possible outcornes. He presents ICI as rninimizing the h m  it is 

seen to be inflicting. and us rcrtionalizing its actions in order to gain public and 

legal approval. 

Lusby identifies WIFN as one of several groups with which ICI has dealt 

in the public consultation process. Her story is not one of adversaries. but one 

of negotiation and educcrtion of the fearful cmd distrusting. While admitting that 

she does not know why negotiations failed. she speculates thcrt it was due to 



WTEWs lack of understanding of the technology. Jacobs' explmation was thcrt 

WIFN is a poIiticaIly thinking community who chose to fight against the invasion 

of their temtory by ICTs pollution. 

Both ICI and the MOE c l a h  to understand and respect WFNs concerns, 

but Jacobs disagrees, describing how their ways of knowing and presenting 

evidence are not respected by the other groups. Lusby admits thcrt she does not 

know what kind of non-scientüic approach WIFN uses to measure water quaIitytY 

WIFN tends to broaden the issue to incrude selfgovemment and generd 

environmental degradation, for example. Johnson presents the MOE and the 

Board us practical cmd democratic, nanowing the focus to one question of 

whether or not the requirements of the regdatory regime have been scrtisfied. 

These points should be kept in mind while reading the versions which 

foIlow. Note that each of the stones presented here is E-om one individual's 

perspective which creates a coherent and consistent voice. 1 have used the 

speakers' own words as much as posssible. In the case of WIFN, Jacobs of the 

Heritage Centre was chosen rather thcm someone from Akii Kwe because the 

interactions with ICI and the MOE most often involve Heritage Centre s t d  and 

not the women's group. The Hentage Centre has become the public voice for 

WIFN on the political and legal aspects of the ICI issue. 

WIFN Version 

For Jacobs of the Hentage Centre, the story begins about ten years earlier, in 

the mid 1980s. As he describes it, ICI was responsible for "managing the ponds 

containing contaminated by-products". Because of provincial standards, the 

Company could not have an "open dump" and therefore applied for and 

obtained u Certificcrte of Approvcd to discharge in the St. Clair River. 
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At that the, WdpoIe was focused more on spills by other cornpcmies in 

the Chemical Vdey  and did not have experience with intervention or 

environmental assessment procedures. Wdaceburg objected to that 

dischcrrge cmd eventually the MOE revoked the Certificate of Approvd. For the 

next ten years, in an effort to be "good corporate citizens", ICI looked for 

altemcxtives to dispose of the water without discharging into the river. They 

would scry they spent millions, but it was a dead end They knew there would be 

a backlash and a fight but it cost too much money so they made an economic 

decision to dischargeI1 knonowing that the government could not stop them since 

they met ail the standards. 

Jacobs c d s  the discharge "a step backwards d e r  years of going in the 

right direction." referring to moves by all of the plants in Chemical Vdey to 

"separate their operations fkom the river and make them sekontaïned". He 

d u t e s  this sepmation in part to efforts of Walpole Island to stop pollution 

and "eliminate dlegal spilIs". He asserts that "in our view, the province allows 

legal spüls". WIFN's goal is "zero discharge whch means zero, nothingr no 

contamination" whereas 'industry thinks dilution is the solution1' so that as long 

as the pollutants are undetectable, there is said to be no contamination. "Thafs 

why we lost, because the Sewage Act says if ifs undetectable, itls OK" Jacobs 

maintcrins thcrt the Sewage Act, which he says provided the guidelines for the 

hearing process. does not " d o w  for health effects downstream or alternative 

solutions". Jcrcobs says that WIFN cannot prove that there a r e  "cumulative 

effects downstream" because there has not been enough time for 

accumulation, nor to leam of all the potential effects. "It takes yecrrs for these 

things to show up. Western science ccm't s q  whcrt the effects are to our human 

hedth." 
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Before the hecEfingr negotiations took place between ICI cmd WalpoIe. 

The deal was that WIFN wodd not object to the discharge and in retum, ICI 

would provide them with monitoring equipment. If cmy negative impact was 

found, ICI agreed to stop the discharge. This way, the First Nation could do 

their own original research, somethmg which they could not afford to do without 

financial assistance. These negstiations failed, Jacobs explains, because when 

the proposal was taken to the Bcmd Cound, it was rejected on the grounds that 

it was "politicdy incorrect at the time to d o w  companies to discharge into the 

river." TNIFN took the oppomuiity to h d  evidence that would back up their zero 

discharge position. They had been successful in reducing pollution in the paçt, 

through educahg industries and media exposure, so they felt they had a 

chance, explains Jacobs. 

After the Board's decision to d o w  the discharge, staff at the Heritage 

Centre, which had faciiitated WIFN's participation in the hecning, considered 

going to court to appeal. The Iawyers they had hired advised againsi it, saying 

that their case was weak on evidence and they would likely lose. Questions of 

self-government omd land claims which might have bolstered their arguments 

against the discharge were "beyond the mandate" of the court case under 

consideration, and they could only focus on ICIk application. Nevertheless, at a 

community meeting, it was decided that they would go ahead with the appeal. 

The people of Walpole had become involved in this issue because ICI was the 

closest industry to their territory and the discharge was potentidy preventable, 

unlike spills which were only announced d e r  the fact. Moreover, there was a 

strong emotiond response to the faci that the water was polluted with 

chernicals which are inherently more fearsome than bacteria. As racobs put it: 



"The community readed to the phrase lover one biIlÏon litres of contcnninated 

water' and they were motivated to act." 

At that point, the lamyers took over and directed WIFN's case, something 

the community was not prepared for, in Jacobs' opinion. 'They thought they'd be 

able to explcrin their concerns and show the h m  it wodd do." At the 

'%ommunity circle" when the Board rnembers came to Walpole Ishnd, they 

thought they would have this opportunity "The community felt: 'if we c m  just get 

the Board here, cmd they can see our commUNty and see  who we are. cmd get 

a sense of the co~lll~lunity~ we would win because nobody would do that to other 

people.'" They believed, according to Jacobs, that the meeting would be given 

equal weight to other evidence presented, but it was not. Instead, he says. it 

was considered "information1'. principdy because the ICI lawyers were unable 

to cross-examine the people who spoke. The Board members were not 

prepared for that type of format for presenüng evidence. 

Board rnembers wanted to hem evidence on how this would 
impact our comrnunity, and what they hecnd was how the 
environment should be protected, what we're doing, what our 
responsibilities are. They scrw the global picture of who we were. 
And this was different from experts that gave expert reports and 
evidence that were specific to lorws, acts, stcrtutes, legislcroon, 
eng inee~g ,  chemicals. They were very specific. But the 
community here was specific on their impacts, how they felt for 
future generations but they didd't speclfy that in Western science 
terms. 

The people of Walpole Island were accustomed to showing people what they 

thought and knew. They were not used to formal, lengthy and often boring legal 

processes. 

After three years of rejected appeds, and much money spent, the 

frustration in the community took over, and it was decided not to continue 

despite their having attained lewe to appeal once again. Jacobs expressed 

some of that frustration: "Our community has different kinds of experts but we 
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weren't recognized or respected for our knowtedge." The community considers 

whether actions are good or bad, without dowing for degrees of each. "If 

something is bad. they will b e  against it." he says. The Board. in contrast. 

considers whether an action meets the criteria of a particular Act, and "if ICI is 

able to minimize the bad thing [by reducing pollutcmts to lower levels] they wiU 

accept it". Despite the Bcmd Council's decision to abandon the court process 

for the tMe being, Jacobs insists "the fight's not over. In the long run I think we're 

going to win". 

ICI Version 

The next story presented here was told to me during an interview with the 

current project manager, Suzanne Lusby. Lusby did r.ot talk about the appeals 

or the emergency dischmges. Her focus was on the relations between ICI and 

the three intenrening parties. What follows has been slightly edited fiom the 

i n t e ~ e w  transcripts to facilitate reading. 

I've only been involved in this project since May of 1997.1 was not 
involved in the hearing. When the application for the Certificate of 
Approval was referred to a hearing, there were three intemeners 
which were opposed to the discharge. There was Walpole Island 
First Nation, there was the town of Wdaceburg  and there was a 
citizen group called Pcrrkway Over Waste. As part of the public 
hearing process, the Board asked us cmd the intemeners to sit 
down cmd try to resolve their concems amongst each other. 

Wallaceburg and the Pcnkway Over Waste didn't believe 
our data. They &Mt believe ICI. It's possible that they just heard 
ICI wants to discharge and: "Oh well, we donlt want anybody to 
discharge!" So at that time we said: "corne and test o u  water." The 
Parkway Over Waste came and tested our water, as did the town 
of Wallaceburg. Both those organizations, crfter they savv the 
results of it. agreed that: "this waterrs safe, there's nothing in it 
that's going to do any h m ,  we drop our opposition to the 
discharge." 

Walpole, £rom what 1 understand, did not test the water. 
Walpole did not drop their opposition and that's why the fidl 
hearing continued There was approximately a week or so of 
tesbony £rom Wdpole's vanous expert witnesses and ICI'S expert 
witnesses. Walpole ddn't believe us. We tried to negotiate with 



Walpole. We tried to address their concerns. We actudy almost 
had an agreement with them. They were concemed with 
contaminants in the river, not only from ICTs discharne, but from 
upstream. So we said, "O& we'U provide you with a &ographic 
information system, which is a setup where they can do all kinds 
of analyses of anything they want in the river. We would train them 
on it. They would have first hand information of the quality of the 
river before the Ministry or anybody else knew it. The people thcrt 
we were negotiating with at that time almost shook hands: 'leah. 
letk do this." 

Unfortuiately. Wcrlpole works their whole community on a 
consensus basis, and I thurk when this was taken to the members, 
that either it was not presented welI to tiiem, or the people on the 
island didn't understand. They didn't agree with it and it was 
dropped. Instead. they decided to pursue their opposition to o u  
application- 

We know that Walpole was not in favour of the discharge. I 
think that one reason is that there are a lot of industries in 
Chernical Vdey which are discharging to the river and that is a 
concem to Walpole. They rely on the river for sustenance and 
thatts their way of He. So they of mybody would have the most 
concems about the quality of the river. If they relied on science, 
they would see that what we're putting into the water, our 
discharge. is clean and ifs safe. 1 understand that Wdpole doesnY 
necessarily beïieve in the limits and stuff that are imposed by the 
Ministry. That poses a question: I'well, how do they determine 
what's acceptable and what's not?" 1 dont know. 

MOE Version 

The story according to the MOE is relatively short. The MOE personnel invotved 

in this case were canying out their duties with no personal stakes involved- In 

other words. this case did not have the s a m e  importance to the MOE as it did to 

the proponent cmd the opposition and therefore less tirne was spent discussing 

the events crnd-issues. 

There was a lawyer represenüng the director of approvals on behalf of 

the MOE at the hearing who outlined the procedure in straightforward tems. 

The Board first had to decide whether the proposed discharge would meet "the 

standards set by legislation, regdation cmd policy (a v. Board:8). If it did, the 

next step would be to decide whether approving it would be "in the public 



interest." As for the latter, the MOE did not feel it was appropriate "to comment 

on the public acceptability of the proposal - this is something which the public 

will do, and this is one of the prirnary reasons why the Director referred this 

matter to the Environmental Assessrnent Board to hold a hearing" @IV. 

In deciding if the proposed discharge met the MOEs standards, certain 

documents were consulted, including the Provincial Wcrter Quality Objectives, 

the Great Lakes Water QuaIity Agreement, the Ontario Water Resources Act, 

and the "Blue BooP in which the MOEs poiicies for provincial water resource 

management are found. The MOE's Director of Approvals agreed with the data 

presented by ICI which showed that none of the substances classified by the 

MOE as toxic, bioaccurndative or persistent could be detected in the pond 

water. They concluded on that basis that the requirements for a Certificate of 

Approval had been met. 

Johnson of the MOE commented on the context of the hearing: 

Living in the upper part of the river, you take water quality for 
granted. Living in the lower part of the river, youlre very sensitive 
to these things. It's easy for cm administrator in Sarnia to say: 'WeU 
that's OK, you won? be affected by it, based on our curent 
knowledge." But if 1 have to drink that water or eat those fish or 
animals, even though you cantt measure it. organisms can 
integrde it [so that is cause for concern]. 

But you have to make a decision yes. or no. The decisions 
are based on the information thcrt the decision-makers have at the 
tirne. You dso have to factor in, not only the science, but politics 
and local sensitivities. In that particular case, it was referred to a 
board so quickly because it was felt that there were many other 
factors beyond just the fact that ICI met their Certificate of 
Approval qualifications. There were a whole lot of other issues that 
the comrnunity at WlFN needed to speak about. The Board 
needed to hear it and weigh that evidence and Say: 'Well OK, on 
bdmce, this is the position that we think we should take." Itts not 
perfect necessdy, but thcrt's the decisionmaking procesç that we 
have cmd it's about as democrcrtic as you can get. Unfoltunately, 
in that case, when you have to make a decision, one side is 
perceived as winning and one side is perceived as losing. 
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Hcrving presented the various discourses and historicd background of 

the interrelations among the groups, in chapter three, I tuni to a detded 

andysis of contemporcrry speech practices which infiuence identity 

construction- 



How we are represented by others shapes how we represent 
ourselves, what is r ed  to us and the worIds we imagine; and 
images and representations are a formidable culture force 
(Madison as quoted in RCAP 1996, ~01.3597). 

This chcrpter focuses on specific aspects of discourse and certain 

linguistic features that reveal how identities of groups and individuais are 

constructed during verbal interactions surrounding water quality in the St. Clair 

River. The examples which appear in this chapter have been selected £rom 

among hundreds of pages of text and an even larger amount of recorded data. 

While it is dways possible to take exception to generalizations and find 

counterexamp~es, my crim is to interpret what is going on crt specific moments 

with specific speakers, who mcry or may not be associated with a lcrrger group 

in the given situation. 

Association with a given group or organization mcry be sought or 

rejected by the same person at different times, as that person considers the 

identity of the group or its views on any particular issue. No one individual 

member can have the diversity of backgrounds to speak as a representaüve of 

a Iarge~whole, but despite this limitation, those whose voices are heard are 

given the burden of representation and are perceived as spokespeople for the 

group ( K n d  1996: 256). Therefore, when a c1ccim is made about whcrt the 

group (such as 'üldustq" or "Natives") is or thinks, individuds often make clear 

how their own and practices from that of the 

claiming rnember&ip while challenging the generalized identity- Based on the 



way discourse about groupç is used. it is evident that while individuds are 

massed together to form a group, the group itseIf has a collective identity which 

may not be rzpresented by any of the individuds, but rather emsts separately 

for each speaker invokuig the concept. In this wcry, the group identity is 

continually redefined cmd d d a t e d  anew in every emergent context. 

Foley describes the importance of talk in fo-g reIcrtionships, which in 

tum are the basiç for identity. "Understanding the nature of the self is not 

through the individual or the contents of her mental çtates ... but rather through 

social collaborations or [relationships] in the social environment" (Foley 

1997:26 1-2). And Icrter, "As we converse in a dyadic relcrtionship ... our verbd 

actions become CO-ordinated as communicative practices in sustaining the 

[relationship] ... cmd it is the summed lived history of these Crelationships] which 

constitute the person" (p. 269). This chapter considers some specific instances 

of how relationships are negotiated through verbd interactions (among groups 

rcrther than dyads) and how these d e c t  identity formation. 

Mcrrkers of Authoritv: Leaitimacy of Claims 

The four perspectives described thus f a r ,  those of the Heritage Centre, Akii 

Kwe, ICI and the MOE, refled different vdues, attitudes and points of focus. 

Who is trusted, or even given attention during verbal interactions is deterrnined 

by these values, beliefs cmd expenences. What kind of knowledge is valued? 

What kind of person is respected? What kind of claims are legitimcrte? When 

someone speaks. listeners mcry always ask: "Why should 1 Iisten to this person? 

Why should I believe what shehe is scrying?" Shuman discusses the answers to 

these questions in ternis of entitlement or "the right to speak" about an issue. 

She obsenres thd "entitlement chcdenges are one way of shiftuig attention from 
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issues of knowledge cmd accuracy of information to issues of distribution and 

relcrtionships between people" (I993:135)* Asserting entitlement to speak on a 

subject is a way of performing a partÏcular identity- This section will address 

some of these issues of authority and consider how claims are legitunated 

within and across the four perspectives I have ouilined. 

For instance, the following statements are often heard by mernbers of 

WIFNr They don't live herel' Thev don't have to drink bottled water." 'The effectç 

on communi€y are  unknown'; 'WV& dodt wcmt more pollution-" Proximity to 

the river is important in determining crffilicrtion and entitlement. People who are 

perceived as distanced from the river are considered to have less stake in its 

health and are less affected by the opinions crnd actions of those living close to 

the river. Loccrtion with respect to the river is d s o  used as a measure of 

authority. Scientists removed fiom ddy interactions with, and dependence on, 

the river's ecosystem have less chim to authority among the people of WZFN 

about the impact of the discharge thcm people who hunt and fish, and actually 

drink the water. 

The value of local knowledge of the river goes beyond an interest in 

preserving its good condition. At WIFN, certain people are recognized as 

having an intimate knowledge of the way things work in a specific area based 

on their personal lived experience and the education they have received from 

others who lived in that area before them. This knowledge and technology is 

valued precisely because of its specificity. Scientific knowledge upon which 

government policies are most ofien based tends to use information and 

methods which can be generaüzed and transferred to different locations. This 

is usefd and efficient for burecnicracy, but it is not always well-received by 

communities such as Walpole Island who have a tradition of "rnanaging their 



own environment" which goes back centunes - a tradition which has been 

proven to be quite successful One woman sums up a widely held attitude: 

Carrie: I donY trust the govenunent mulistry guidehies because ... 
there's been so much mistreatment for so many centuries and 
centuries, why should I? I believe WcrIpole could do it [monitoringr 
studies] on their own and it's something we codd trust and rely on 
and we'd know thcrt it's right. [With respect to industry monitoring 
and studiesl I Oh shoot, why would we trust them? (Icnigh). 

The Canadian courts give authority to "experts" who are identified by 

their formaI education and scientific training. This can be seen throughout the 

published decisions of the hearing and appeds, and in the standards cmd 

regulations upon which the decisions of the judges are based. Most often, the 

scientistç who develop the regulations and determine environmental effects are 

not perçonally named; rcrther the document that results h-om their hdings is 

identified as the authority- One example is the Provincial Wcrter Quctlity 

Objectives contained in the MOE's Blue Book which are I'intended as guidance 

in making water quality management decisions. cmd [are used] for detennining 

waste effluent requirements incIuded in Ceraficates of Approval" (IçI v. 

Board: 1 1). These regulations do not specifically address the situation at WIFN 

or its relationship to the St. Clair River. 

The tesümony given by the wonen's group and by others with authority 

recognized within WIFN was not accepted as evidence by the Board at the 

hecning. Clearly, the identification of someone as an "expert", based on a 

Western scientific model, allows him or her a more powerful voice. The criteria 

for claiming expert status are themselves determined by those in power in 

situations where different value systems corne together. In this case. the courts 

made the distinction between non-Native scientists and Native non-scientists. 

The decision made by the Bocnd was based on "scientik evidence," and 

"established procedures" mecnit that only the daims made from this sarne basis 



were given legitimacy- As Sh-man mites, "the boundaries between challenges 

to authority and chdenges to accuracy are never distinct" (Shuman 1993: 136). 

AcknowIedging the need to Iegitimate the authority of traditional or local 

indigenous knowledge, Jacobs explains the probiemr "Aboriginal knowIedge is 

a cultural package ... It may not be possible to collect ecosystem knowledge for 

distant managers to use. Aborigind ideas about conservation are not alwcrys 

compatible with noncrborigind ideas. Both groups rnistrust the knowledge of 

the other" (Jacobs L992a:5). 

Once the decision was made to approve the discharge with the beiief 

that it wodd pose no risk, cmy crppeal to change that decision was made in 

vain. The cases for appeal only consider whether the original board proceeded 

correctly. They do not challenge the Board's decision. This attests to the power 

of expert scientific discourse and to the authority of Board members. The matter 

of environmental impact was considered no M e r  than the bint Board 

Hearing, despite WFNs four appeds in the three years that followed. 

Furthemore, the MOE ordered emergency discharges while the Certiticate of 

Approvd was still under appeal, which ostensibly reinforced the Board's 

support of ICI while denying even the possibiüty of an error in judgement. Iudge 

Howden for the Ontario Court of Justice stcrted explicitly who has the power to 

infonn decisions: 

It is not for this court to re-try the case but to ascertain whether 
cmy signïhccmt enors of law or jurisdiction were committed by the 
Board. The Board had ample evidence on which to base its 
hdings and it was entitIed on that evidence to draw the 
conclusion it did ... It is clear that the issues of environmental 
impact and added contamination of the river by the proposed 
discharge go to the heart of the expertise of this Board ... 
deference should be given to their decisions .... I do not see any 
basis for a hding that the Board rnisplaced the onus of proof. It 
clearly instpzted itself that ICI bore the ultimate onus of proof cmd 
satisfied it. The Board merely pointed out that the evidence of 



WIFN did not rise above the ievel of speculation and concem, an 
in several instances thcrt evidence to challenge bat of the 

proponent and the Ministry was absent. ( W e l e  v. Ontario 
Board:8-LO) 

There is a basic division between Natives and non-Ncrtives with respect 

to questions of authonty. Cora, one of the women from Akii Kwe. rllustrcrted this 

in a presentation she made crt a meeting which addressed the role of science in 

the water quaIity issues. 

What we do here is nahual because we're an islcmd. 

Our ancestors before ES were here and were d v e .  We live here. We still 
respect this water. 

That's how things work and we Indians know- Our monitoring system is 
with our eyes, our ears, our hands and our tasting. 

These three statements c l a h  an authority which is inherent and 

"ncrtural". It is ernbodied rather than achieved or bestowed by an extemal 

source. The first daim is made on the belief that people cannot be separated 

£rom their home place. The people and their environment, in this case the 

Islcmd. are one. In his book on Ojibwe speech practices and cdtural values, 

Spielmann discusçes the importance 'the land' has to identity. He states that the 

people were "not only shaped bythe lcrnd; they were created forthe Iand" 

( l998:258). Aboriginal people were put on the land (known a s  North America) 

by the Creator. and Spielmann explains how "the notion that Anishnaabe 

people were created for the land is the affirmation that they originated here. 

The belief is that they did not migrate from another continent, nor originate £rom 

any other peoples" (p. 258). It is because the islands and the rnarshes are the 

home of the present generation, and of ancestors going back for centuries that 

what they do is constructed as "natural". This nctturalness and sense of 
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belonging gives residents of Walpole Island legitimacy when they tak about the 

water and its 

signiticance. 

The second statement has the same foundation. Derived £rom a sense of 

tradition and belonging, Cora referç to the fact that they bue there as a daim to 

authority. They have survived and maintained the place as iivable because they 

have the necessary knowledge and respect to do so. The two ideas are 

mutudy dependent, for one could altemcrtely Say that they have the knowledge 

and respect precisely because their people have Iived there for so long and 

passed down these traditions. 

The Iast statement was made in response to accusations that WIFN does 

not have sufficiently sophisticated monitoring techniques to make valid daims 

about wcrter qualiiy or the effects of contarninants on orgcmisms coming into 

contact with the water. Cora declares that their monitoring is through the 

senses. Again, it is embodied and personal expenence, rather than objective 

calculations or leaming fiom books which is given legitimacy and authority. 

Contrast the above staternents with these frorn non-Native speakers from 

the MOE and ICI. 

Suzanne: We rely on proven scientific tests to evaluate the effects 
of our water. 

Suzanne: The Ministry would be responsible for conducting these 
type of studies cmd establishing guidelines or limits for particular 
compounds, parameters, which are then irnposed upon industry. 

Gary: As a scientist, you typically are looking for quantitative data. 

Quantifiable, measuable information is the foundation for the scientific 

knowledge on whch both the MOE and ICI rely for proof and legitimacy of the 
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claims they make about wder. Lusby adds thcrt the Ministry imposes standards 

and guidelines on indus-, invoking a distant source of ccuthority to back up 

ICPs claims. The MOE exists for the purpose of establishing these standards 

which are supposed to protect the environment and the pubüc. so it is an a 

pzion8authority on these mcrtters. ReIiable information is that which is objective 

and unbiased, therefore disinterested third parties such as Iaboratories or 

courts are often consulted to evaluate daims- 

Phiüps provides some vduabIe insights on evidentiaxy standards that 

c m  be applied to Canadian lm and general understanding of knowledge 

c l ahs  and decision-making. She sindes out the Christian moral concem with 

Truth, and the scientific concem with Factucdity and Proof as having the most 

innuence on what is accepted as evidence and how it can be interpreted 

(Philips 1993248). The reliabibty of evidence is increased by imposing limits on 

the presentcrtion and interpretation of evidence- At the Joint Board Hearing. this 

mecmt that the community circle and the wornen's group testirnony were not 

accepted. The fact-finders or decision-makers dternpt to determine who is 

t e h g  the truth, who has the burden of proof. and whether or not it has been 

met. Relevance and reliability of informcrtion are essential in deciding what is 

truth and fact in a principled, rdegoverned way (Phihps 1993:250) and this, in 

tum, is an integrcd part of science. Therefore. the connection between science 

and legal processes is a very close one. 

In contrast. mernbers of WIFN are not n e c e s s d y  concemed with 

proving specific ccnise-effect relcrtionships through discrete facts. For them, the 

goal is to establish general truths by upholding principles of respect and 

healthy M g  relcrtionships "in communion with f d y .  communityI other-than- 

human perçons, the environment, the Creator and the spirit world" (Spielmann 



1998:159). This does not require scientific &dies which, as several people at 

Walpole have pointed out, "spend years and millions of dollars to tell us what 

our people already knew? From this position, even the srnaIlest amounts of 

pollution are considered abuse beccnise they do not belong in the river. 

Because the concem at WIFN is much broader thcm simply protecting human 

health or fish stocks, objective unbiased outsiders are perceived as less entitled 

to specrk authoritatively than local people who have a stake in maintcrining 

certain conditions and who are seen as the ody ones with the best interest of 

the environment and people at hem. The adversarial presentcrtion of evidence 

whereby two sides, each with competing versions of reality, constcmtly 

challenge the claims of the other is seen as counter-productive. Where science 

looks to debate and disprove evidence in order to find truth (Phiüps 1993:252), 

Native values at WIFN c d  for CO-operation cmd balance in order ta find the wcry 

to right action. 

The position of the Heritage Centre as a liaison between Natives and 

non-Natives is evident in the discourse of balance used by people who work 

there. Consider these two quotes fiom Mark who works on environmental 

issues: 

We get reports from consultants and scientists, but we make sure 
that on cm equal footing, if not more, is the knowledge that our 
people have. We cannot let Western science dominate our wcry of 
thinking, because if we do thcrt, then we're well on the way to 
becoming a non-Native comunity cmd k t ' s  something 1 don't 
think anybody wants to happen. 

There are certain thuigs that we offer that rnight give it a better 
balanced point of view ... incorporcrte some of the values and 
philosophies that we have into their [non-Native societyl way of 
thinking so that balance does corne around. 

He stresses, however, that the scientific studies with the most credibility for the 

purposes of the Heritage Centre are those done by Natives. This is dso  



reflected in the general opinion expressed by the women that Walpole needs to 

make use of the monitoring station on the Island and crecrte other opporhrnities 

to do original scientific studies. Thus, despite the rekriively low authority they 

ascribe to Western scienüfic knowledge, most members of WIFN acknowledge 

that in order to increase thek own credibiüty withui the dominant Canadian 

system, it is important to be able to provide that kind of evidence, too. 

Responçibiüty and expert knowIedge are part of job description. 

according to some non-Natives 1 inte~ewed. Having a job in a certain area 

requires speciahzed knowledge and education. which are criteria for claiming 

expertise or authority over others who do not hold such a job. A moral 

responsibility to do the job weIl is assumed, in addition to the forced diligence 

which is ensured by superiors cmd extemal regdators. Thus, having a given 

job is used to legitimate claims, while not having one removes responsibility 

because the person is not expected or required to know about such thuigs. 

Don. a retired process opercrtor who worked at ICI, commented on the 

MOE's standards and fimits for contaminants allowed into the river: 

I would assume they do it. Minister of Environment, I mean. if they 
don't know, who the heck does? 

1 asked Don what would happen if the Company diddt comply with the MOE's 

regulations and he responded: 

They will be shut down. fined. You ccm't hide any more. They go 
and check, it's ail on paper. We have a guy, 1 used to c d  him 'M. 
Pollution'. He went around to aU the rnonitors. He was responsible 
for keeping thern in operation. He was making sure ihcrt when he 
has to deal with the MOE, "Hey, 1 can prove everythmg here". But 
he also was responsible for answering all the questions if there's 
cmythmg wrong. Thatfs his job. 

They are taking care of it. Obviously, because if they weren't the 
guinea pigs would be coming with lumps and all the sickness and 
we'd know about it. You just can't get away with it is what 1 mean. 
It'd be different if you codd do it cmd get may with it but you ccm't. 



The difiference of being in the Vdey, working in the industries and 
knovving, because we do achrally poIIute the water. but we also 
rectify it. And it's monitored. We do know that the water we use, it 
does go back the wcry it was. And we know how ifs being done. 
Whereas the person off the street assumes it'ç being done. 
Probably dodt even know how. why wodd they? Itts not their job. 

When the RAP team made recommendations to industries in the 

Chemical Vdey on how to reduce pollution, they were told that the compcmies 

wodd find their own solutions. A RAP representcaive expIccins: 

They have whoIe engineering departments. They know the pIants 
inside and out. Our consultants coddn't hope to be able to teIl 
them what to do. Ii wasdt our job. 

Thus, the industries are recognized as experts on their own processes, cmd it is 

lefi to them to control pollution so that they meet the MOEs standards. 

Depending on the position of a parücular identity ccrtegory in the 

political, economic and s ~ c i a l  hierarchies. its members will be more or less 

successful in maintainhg their interests through control of discourse. It is 

because of its power to legitimate and impose certain discourses that the 

dominant group's ideological interests are served (EagIeton 199 1:196). 

Identities always exiçt in a state of tension. whiIe shifts in discourses reflect 

shifts of power. 

Eqressincr Relationshios Between Water and Humans 

Discourse surrounding the river itself reveds some interesting aspects of the 

identity burlding process. Expressions of relationships between water and 

humans reflect the values and worldview of the speaker. The interpretation of 

this relationship affects many issues, so that diverging perspectives at this most 

basic level can lead to irreconcilable differences elsewhere: Variations in views 

on the water-human relationship appear to cut dong Native and non-Native 



According to rnembers of WIFN, Natives view water as essentid to 

human life, both giving life and sustaining it. Wder, therefore, shodd be trecrted 

with the respect thcrt this sacred stcdus desenies. The relationship between 

water and humans is spiritual as well as physicai. The women of Akii Kwe talk 

freqently about this rekationship. 

Cora: We rely heavy on this wcrter, for our substance, 
[subsistence?3 for our culture and for our spiritual purposes. 

Pada: The essence of the Me of our peopIe here on the ishnd is closely 
tied with the health of the water, as with ail He. 

Anita: We're conceived in that sacred wcrter. We carry our cMdren nine 
months in that sacred water. And thatls the connection to the sky, to the 
Creator- 

The river itself is personified cmd regarded as kin. The ecnth is referred 

to as "Mother Earth" and al forms of life are considered relations, deserving of 

respect. Water is personified as someone who is capable of suffering, who 

requires protection, but who also possesses the power to give and take Me. The 

water communicates with people and the people give voice to the water. 

Cora: I was told from the old people: wcrter is touchable and 
powedd- If we hurt the water, the water will hurt us- 

Paula: We have this water d around us and yet we c d  go in the 
water, we can't drink the water from the tap. These are ches cmd 
signs telling us "Be crware". St. Clair River is waming us. 

Based on this perspective of the water, one's accountability for actions and 

decisions affecting the nver is reckoned as spiritual and moral, not just legal as 

it appears to be in the non-Native discourse. 

The non-Native perspective is stnkingly different. Members of the Board 

and ICI taik about the river or the waier as a "resource" to be used, shared, 

tested, contaminated or treated. It is inanimate and passive; in no way is it 

considered to have the agency or voice ascnbed to it by members of WIFN. 

The nver is the 'receiver" of the discharge. The water is to be shared by d 



"users". The responsibility of ICI and the MOE is to humcms, the public. the 

people of particdar communities &st. They are concerned with plants. 

animals. and the quaïty of the water itself only when they affect or are of 

interest to people. 

It is this definition of water as a passive object rather than as an active 

subject which dows  concepts such as "undetectablel' or "insignificcmt" to d a y  

fears about the harmful effects of pollution and, in so do@ minimize the 

responsibfity of the polluters. If no obviousLy adverse effects c m  be seen in 

people. either directly or indirectly (e-g. through loss of foods or medicines), 

then there is little need for concem. This perspective is illustrated in the 

following statements : 

The Board's decision is to be based on the public interest ... and 
then determine if the public well-being. welfare and benefit are 
adversely cdfected (II v. Ontario Board:8-9) 

Don: We're polluting the minimum pollution to just infect one fish 
out of a hundred. WelI, ninety-nine fish out of a hundred aidt bad 
to feed the world. That's good. Just don't eat that bad one. We can 
inspect it. Food's inspected, water's inspected. If yodre worried 
about the fish in the wuter, buy the fish that's been procesçed. 

A staff person of the MOE acknowledges thcrt the water is important to 

organisrns other than humans. but he admits that the MOE treats water as a 

resource to be used. by people and also by plants or anirnds. 

Gcny: We look at more of a shdow definition. We look crt it as a 
receiver of effluent, as a place for people to fish, as a place for 
people to winds urf... it's habitat. it's where things live, it's what we 
drink, it's a source of food. not only for people, but for the whole 
food chah as weL 

Many people who work in the Chernical Valley live in Sarnia, upriver 

from WIFN. The MOE and RAP offices are also in Sarnia. Although residents of 

Sarnia live dong the St. Clair River, their relationship with the river is quite 

different fiom that of Wdpole residents. An immediate difference is that the city 
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of Sarnia takes all its water from Lake Huron. Their sewage outIets. however. 

go into the St. Clair Rver. downstream from water intakes and beaches where 

people swim. Most industries are also located downstream from the city. This 

means that pollution and its effects hwe not been as noticeable or as important 

in the daily living of Samia residents. 

This relationship between Lake Huron as water source and the St. Clair 

River as sewage o u k t  has meant that discussions about upgrading the 

çewage treatment phnt have focused on the cost compcned to the benefits for 

Sarnia users. At a city council meeting regarding the sewage plant's upgradmg 

at a cost of thirty million dollars. one councülor opposing the plan commented 

that "the upgrade would benefit Walpole or Wdaceburg  or other downstream 

cornrnunities, but at a horrendous cost to Sarnia taxpcryers, who wouidn't 

directly benefit". When cmother councillor responded thcrt the aquatic Me and 

their habitats must also be considered, he replied: "1 love fish too. but not that 

much." A newçpaper article reporting on the meeting the following dcry also 

focussed on the cost. privileging the view expressed by the opposing counrillor. 

1t read: "Local taxpcryers wdl pay to ensure water quality in the St. Clair Rver for 

down river water users" (Bowen 1998). Evidently, humans are the centre and 

priority is given to animals, fish or plants only if the monetary cost is not 

considered prohibitive. 

The tems people use to refer to the water also reved differences in 

perspective and self-identification. Representatives of ICI and the MOE refer to 

water as 'process water" when it is used in the cooling and settling process of 

making ammonium phosphate fertilizer, "waste water" when it is a by-product 

containing or once containing contaminants, "pond water" when it is held in 

constmcted ponds for treatment before discharge. and "effluent" or "discharge 



water" when the treated water is to be released into the river- Whiie 

representatives of ICI and the MOE use all of these t ems which reflect 

distinctions in the We cyclel' of industrial water, WIFN sources generally refer to 

the water to be discharged as either "contamuiated water" or 'baste water" 

which are the most pejorative terms. When mentioning the river. however. they 

use neutral tems Like "river" cmd %der1', whereas representatives of ICI and the 

MOE use these and others such as "receiving wateirr "the stream" and "the 

water coIumn"- How peopIe describe the wa-ter then. is one wcry of marking 

identity cmd cnticulcrting a specific ideology. 

Another key aspect to the relationships of humans and water is the idea 

that humans can control or alter wcrter qucdity- There is much tcrlk from 

govemment and industry sources about measuring. monitoringI controkg, 

studyirig. andyzing, treating. and contamiriating water. The belief is that the 

controls on pollution, as developed by science. are effective in "protectingJt 

hurnans and the environment kom h m .  The humans-water relatîonship then. 

becomes one of humans-water-humans, where the water is a medium through 

which some humans inflict hann on other people, or prevent it from happening. 

In such discourses. water quality, thus becomes a wcry of measuring socid 

justice. If the controls work and people are not harmed. then the intenrening 

actions are not wrong. Consider this quote. again kom Don: 

With industries going with these controls. it's probably better 
now than it was before. Al1 fifty of them dumping controlled is 
better than five dumping unlimited. We don? see people wallàng 
around with hurnps. from Wallaceburg or down river. So therefore 
ifs probably OK There's your perfect test result: guinea pigs are 
down the river. 

It is this belief which underlies the difference in view. Both Natives and 

non-Natives ackn~wledge that the water is used as a waste disposal site, 

although their reactions to this fact are quite different. The nomNatives from 
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government and indu- tend to see this as inevitable, and establish contmls to 

ensure the least arnount of h m  to humans or the environment- The Natives 

from WIFN oppose the idea of treating the water in this way, and hence 

maintain a "zero discharge' position. The Native perspective focuses on 

humans living m.iY~ the water. whereas the non-Native perspective focuses on 

humans using the wcrter. 

Direct Quotes as "KemeIs of Meanind' 

An analysis of direct quotes can fixther our understanding of identity- These 

direct quotes represent the h e m  of the processes that form, maintain and 

challenge identities, of both self and others. This section will focus on direct 

quotes that contain what 1 have tenned "imagineci" speech, which I differentiate 

£rom reported speech- Reported speech refers to words that were actually 

spoken by an individual and repeated later. In imagined speech, the quoted 

words were not actudy spoken by an individual. but are  composed by a 

speaker, and are usudy attributed to a group or a vaguely defined 'other'. 

Another key distinction 1 make is between the speaker and the cnithor: the 

speaker is the person heard utteMg the words in the context of the present 

interaction. and the cruthor is the imagined originator of the words quoted by 

the speaker. Often the authors are collective identities, and as such their 

speech codd only be imagined. 

The tendency in imogined speech is to use collective and vaguely 

de£ined authors who nonetheless refer to very specific ways of thinking and 

acting- This is the stuff of stereotypes (in the social sense), or prototypes (in the 

cognitive sense) where the meanîngful identity category is a group, not an 

individual. Specuic. usually negative, characteristics are assigned to aU 



rnembers of a goup  so that ways of thinking and modes of behmiour c m  be 

criticized on a group leveI, l d g  M e  room for rebuttal since face-to-face 

interactions involve individuds and not whole groups. Moreover, the group or 

entity referred to as an opposing force is d e n  not even present to offer an 

1 refer to the quoted text as "kemels" of mecming because they can be 

seen as the seeds out of which larger ideas, points of view. or identity 

categories grow. The idea of quoted texts as  kernels of meanhg can be best 

flustrated by looking cri an irnagined dialogue which has been reconstmcted 

from various past experiences. Stewcnt, who worked crt the Heritage Centre, 

was talking about the education he received at the Centre for hdigenous 

Environmental Resources where traditional knowledge of First Nations peoples 

was combined with Western science. In describing the different perspectives, 

he uses the device of direct quotes quite effectively, creating a hypothetical 

dialogue among a professor, an elder and students. The quoted text (in bold) 

can be extracted, giWig a concise version of the position of each irnagined 

speaker. 

The professor brought in more of the scientific aspects of the 
environment. he was more Iike going back. research. data, you 
know: 
"YOU hmm to hmre these auambers domi in order for if to be 
eorred. Ii d d t  honr ae mIimF-rs ia piaae, it's no good." 
So what we tned to do is we're saying. our elder was saying: 
"No, it's-a& al "S cba way," you know, wtheds amas, whea 
weke lookims at water where we &a% 4 no data to 
show us that tria water's polluted." 
And we have the professor saying: 
NYesymuaeedto hacm.~aeedtoh iwtheeouatso f  tbir, 
the matint. of that," 
So in work and just that alone, that example we're able to say: 
"O&" you know, 'ke eaa use our owa judgemeat to a Umït, te 
sm, do we amd data for üûs, or is  it just aonamoa sease the 
thare's som.(hLig wronp?' 



A g a I  these q o t e s  are not reported speech in the sense th& one 

person was supposed to have uttered these or simrlar words at some point. & 

of the authors in this imagined dialogue are collective composites. What is 

being said is Stewart's summary of the typical point of view of members of each 

of the identified groups: professors. elders and students. 

These kemels of meaning which occur as part of direct quotes. are 

structurdy marked by a fom of IS SAYING, as in the above example: "we have 

the professor s-ng: Yes you need to know the counts of this, the counts of 

th&."' Rather than çuggesting that the professor sa id  those words several mes 

or over a period of the, IS SAYING selves a condensing function which 

reduces an argument to a concise statement. This use of IS SAYING occurs in 

everyday discourse in such forms as: all Pm s-gik-, whaf he's redysqying 

is.., so what m e  you s*g?where what follows is considered to be the c r u  of 

the rnatter or in other words, "the bottom heu. This kind of bottom-he tdk  often 

involves direct, pointed utterances since the idea is to make very clear to 

listeners the position of the supposed author. 

In Stewart's statements above, the quoted texts are kemels of meaning 

for three views abcut how environmental impact assessments should be done. 

and these views were underpinning all other discussions during the program. 

In his use of imagined quotes. Stewart made the alternative viewpoints expiicit 

cmd concise. suggesting that those perspectives were key to the differences 

among rnembers of the groups he identified- 

Stewcnt ffequently used "government" and "indusy' interchmgeably 

when referring to the scientific view of environmental issues. The stcmdards. 

Ill-Rts, regulations. numbers cmd counts used by scientists in both government 

and industry are mentioned by several speakers. Both government and 
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indus- are described as being absoluteiy nisistent on hcnring scientific proof 

fiom scientific testing about any cl& made on the q d i t y  of the water. 

Furthemore, accusations that Walpole Island First Nation lacks such proof 

corne £rom both of these sources. Considering the variety of speakers who 

attnbute similar quotes to simila voices, the identity of scientists, both in 

government and industry. is welIestablished cmd reinforced constantly in 

verbal interactions in more than one conte& 

What I have described as irnagined speech involves te* that is ascnbed 

to an author but which has been constructed by the speaker, entirely kom the 

speaker's perceptions of what might be said in a hypothetical but unspecified 

context. The speaker makes assurnptions about what the author would say or 

IS SAYING based on past interactions or behcrviour involving the author, or else 

purely on speculation of what is possible and probable. This a clear case of 

putthg words into someone else's mouth. appropriating the other's voice. It 

reveds not only the supposed position of the author, but also the wcry this 

position relates to that of the speaker. The speaker is simdtaneously creating 

or reinforcing his or her own identity, while constructing the identity of the 

author for whom sheke is speaking. There is a recontextualization of prior 

interactions or sidar statements into the present context. Thcrt is. quoted 

material has meaning in at least tvvo contexts: one extemal to the present, and 

the one presently being constmcted. 

The above piece of cmalysis reflects the importance given to lcmguage as 

an expression of identity, since what someone IS SAYING is equated with whcrt 

that person thinks, beheves and feels. cmd once it is determined what he or she 

IS SAYING, a whole host of behcrviours cmd discourses are then expected. 

Who or what a person or group might be, then, is based on interpretations of 





d i8, amd it doea't hurt crig(bks.' And of course you'd s w  
"Wd ber ain you godrS to gr- &a?' WeU, the next step, 
they have ways of proving that ... 

Karen: OK now what about indigenous environmental 
knowledge? So you get people in W d ~ o l e  Island or other native 
croups around the cowztrv cnound the world s-9: you know, 
'hm L e i ,  a dâff-at type ob edueaüoa, and our IPiorvIedge 
tells us tbcd tMs ïsaY good a d  Uat tb.n's these problems, 
a d  this ~ ~ m u a d t L c d  probk.~" 

Don: Youcan't just s w  ' b m  tbiiL its tbis.' No, not ' k e  thkJIa. 
It's like ?m hiorr thls wabras good, rr, &a% tWI it's good' 

Karen: Yeah, weU theysqy; mcrvbe there's ~ e o p l e  out there s w i n q  "wa 
kaow this wuter's badm. 

Don: Prove it. We proved it's good, prove it's bad ... Now you're 
gonna have to get somebody and do some studies and say ïo  
itss ao8, H., Uüs is whah wromg". 'Oh, O C  cmd then we'll fix 
it. Until then, it's good. 

The speakers woid taking responsibibty for the words they are scrying by 

using distancing strategies, discIaimers cmd hedges. The underlining indicdes 

some of these devices such as "maybe" or "1 dont k n o d  The italics show the 

foms of IS SAMNG introducing the imagined qyotes. Note also that the quoted 

texts are spoken from a first person perspective "we", but the identity of the 

speaker is not inchded and is kept separde from both membership in the 

author's identity category and fiom the words spoken. By using plural 

pronouns (we and they), the speaker diffuses the responsibility even M e r  

among all members of a group. 

Despite these strategies for removing responsibiïty, the speaker does in 

fact retain some accountability for the points of view expressed withm the 

quotes. This is where imagined speech differs from reported or reconstnicted 

speech. In reported speech, the speaker c m  safely dtribute words to an 

author who is known to exist or to be capable of carrying responsibility. The 

speaker is interpreted as merely reporüng something that someone else said 



and accountability exists only on the level of accuracy to the original source 

(Hill cmd Lvuie 1993:15). With imagined speech, however, no uidMdual author 

exists to which responsibiIity c m  be dtributed The quotes are rhetoricd 

devices in that they are used to make a point in a discussion. The function is 

not ta pass on information, but rather to create socid identities around a 

specific issue. The speaker takes on the voice of a looseIy defined entity (such 

as industry or other Native groups) wbich is characterized in a particdm way 

by the quoted text crecrted entireiy from the point of view of the speaker. This is 

an effective strategy for identifying Others and presenting perceived 

diffetences arnong them. illustrated by the quoted kemels of mecming which 

represent larger irnagined discourses. 

Creating these dialogues is a safe way to confront the opposing views of 

others and argue the points without having to actually enter into conflict or 

contact with real people. Two or more sides may be presented by one speaker. 

He or she c m  then attempt to persuade listeners or other participants in the 

conversation that only one side is correct, makes sense, or is rnordy 

defensible. By performing more than one side of a contentious issue, the 

speaker appears to be dowing severd voices to be heard, when in fact, only 

his or her own cornes through since the discourses of the "opponents" are 

filtered through the speaker's verbal constructions. Since the opponent is not 

present, no challenge can be made directly from that source as to the accuracy 

of the speaker's description. The imagined dialogue semes to bolster the 

position and reinforce the desired identity of the speaker and associated 

groups, whde simultaneously characterizing the other groups in less fcnrourable 

ways. It also identifies points of conflict, since typicdy the quotes are only used 

to embody dissimilar attitudes or beliefs. 



In order to discuss conflicting points ofview among people who share 

. essentially the same position, it iç necessary to articulate the absent opposing 

side somehow in order to keep the conversation gaing. This c m  be done 

effectively with imagined didogues. The two quotes below came fkom a 

meeting at W F N  about water quaIitytY 
The message that this, this dump, is sending to every industry in 
the upper Great Lakes is: Yoi oar diiiip cligtbfrg ]loi wuat to 
h10 h a8 1- la d m p  it h dwly. 
B.eciii..ifymudumpïtk~,~.awm~rilththr 
regdaiou for the qualïty of um wute?. Diluaoa i. UH 
soldoa 10 poUuffoam (non-Native environmental activist) 

Very recent heaxings, back in '94.. ou .  people being degraded for 
their own bio-monitoring technology. Saying: "Y-, 
gr- =-mat, wcifpaie8 k t  10ak üm rei.tltE 

sa a 
evidriisr." (WIFTIiI member) 
Both of these quotes deal with scienti£ic tests m~hich are used as the basis 

of regulations and laws. and as standards for deteminhg "acceptable" limits 

on contamincmts th& c m  be legdy released into the water. Thus, the 

speakers are articulcrting specific positions on the issue of whether or not these 

scienüfic tests are a valid measure to be used in making these decisions. 

There are two opposing positions identified within the quotes: one in favour of 

science, demanding scientific proof for any cl& about water quality. and one 

which challenges the wisdom of science. In fact. based on their comments 

during the rest of the discussion that night, it wqs clear thcrt both speakers are 

persondy against relyuig solely on scientific evidence. The quotes they 

construct express the opposition thcri they face. 

Remondina to Perceived Threats to Desired Identities 

What  are the consequences of being identified with or of perforrning a certain 

set of identities? The inequalities in the degree of agency in identification 

processes c d  for a consideration of how identity categones are accepted, 



resisted or changed with regard to Iinguistic practices. Those in an 

advantageous position try to maintain the2 dominance through discourse. 

Those occupying a disadvantaged position may resist an identity assigned to 

them "by using language strategies to change the criteria for group 

membership, and by differentiating themselves from the group with which they 

are being associated' (Giles and Couplcmd 199 1: 108). Another strategy is to 

indicde explidy how the speaker wishes to be perceived in contrast to a 

generdy held perception. Attempts to enforce a stigrnatized or totalising 

identity on a diverse population produce statements such as w s  response 

below. 

h a :  WeU, you guys are the representcrtives. [of govemment 
which allows controlled poIlution] 

Gary: Pm here as an advocate for the river as weU so dont 
perceive me any other way, please. Please dont paint me with 
that brush. 1 ccm't speak for everyone. 

One wcry to escape a negative identity is to try to assimilate the speech 

patterns and other behaviours of the dominant group. But sirnilarity does not 

create an identity. "An imitation, even ü it attains perfection, wdl never abolish 

the difference that occasions it in the k t  place" (Kilito 1994:~~ii) .  The words of 

the subordhate group wilI always be hecrrd as those of outsiders, and as 

undesirable groups take on dominant speech patterns, further distinctions mcry 

be made so that the 'lcmguage or dialect of the dominant group becomesl an 

ever-shifting target to pursue" (Giles and Coupland 1991:111). No matter what 

iis socid position is, a group alters aod reinterprets its own identity through 

language in accordance with changing conditions, always s m g  to presenre 

favourable dis tinctiveness. 

It maïters little whether or not entities exist in reality which correspond to 

identity cdegones constructed through verbal interaction. Mernbership in one 
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group or the other has r d  social consequences, and therefore, ihese identities 

have meaning whether individuds choose to acknowledge them or not. For this 

study, whcrt is of interest is who people say îhey are, cmd who they say others 

are. The present d y s i s  investigates the wcry people talk, and what they tallc 

about, in order to show how they fit into the cornpIex interactions that make up 

social Me. 

One category thcrt severcd women in Akii Kwe did not wish to be 

idzntified with was "traditional". They took exception to the idea thcrt the 

meetings were only for "traditional" women This is sometimes used as a 

negcrtive label by Christian community rnembers who reject "traditional religion" 

or by others who perceive "traditional" as mecming backward or lMng in the 

past. One active member of Akii Kwe, who is herself often described as  

traditional, offered this response: "1 was disturbed to be 1abeIIed. Our concems 

aren't traditional. The tradition is our responsibiIity and our role to care for the 

wcrter. It's important for life and our ways." 

This is an interesting comment because she is saying that while there is 

a traditional base for Akii Kwe's sense of responsibility, the concems they have 

for the hedth of the community and the water are contemporary m d  global. 

The effects of a contamuiated river are not only felt by traditiondsts; the work 

they do to ccne for the water will benefit everyone. The lack of participation due 

to the inappropriate l a b e b g  as "traditional" was seen as a problem that 

needed to be addressed by the group. This interpretation is confirmed by the 

statement that followed hers: 'We should be giving information to the 

cornrnunity about our meetings in a newsletter.' In other words, efforts should 

be made to correct this perception, and to reinforce the identity they felt was 

preferable. 



In some cases. the speaker makes an assertion which serves to "correct" 

or modify an identity which is assumed to exist in the imagination of others. 

Explicit statements characterizhg that perceived and undeçired identity do not 

usually immediately precede the corrective assertion. but they can be found in 

other texts or previous conversations. Therefore, analyzing these statements as 

"responses" is valid because the speakers are presumably responding to past 

identifications that were ascribed to them or to groups with which they are 

This discursive strcrtegy illustrates the dialogic construction of identity 

which occurs wiihin a context Iarger than the immediate speaking situation. It 

demonstrates that discourses and interactions arnong groups have a history, 

even if paxiicular individuals have never spoken with each other before. 

Assurnptions are made about the identity of Iisteners. their perceptions of the 

speaker. and other knowledge they mcry or may not have. These are part of the 

contextual cues which shape each turn at tak, and which are conünually 

rnodified as interactions progress. The way identity is expressed in a specific 

situation. then, is shaped by perceptions, assurnptions and interpretations of 

past talk and actions- 

For instance, in contrast to the Joint Board's characterization of WIFN's 

daims as unscientific and speculaüve, the web pages on the Intemet 

maintained by the Heritage Centre focus on "environmental management", 

stating that WIFN employs 

some of the best environmental scientists and engineers in 
Canada in managing its environment. Remote sensing techniqu 
are used in a program of habitat protection; sophisticated 
equipment is used in monitoring air and water quality; and 
rigorous studies have been c d e d  out on the health impacts of 
pollution (Walpole Island Heritage Centre 199 713). 



Such claims about the use of Western science were WtucrlIy unheard of prior to 

the ICI hearing in 1995. They have since become of the Heritage Centre's 

generd discourse about bdancing perspectives and using various forms of 

knowledge to achieve sustainable development through CO-operation. 

A speaker may never state explicitLy what he or she E SAYING using 

the same words another person descnbing the interaction uses. In spite of any 

ambiguity, omission or indirectness on the part of the speaker. Iisteners make 

meanhgful interpretations of every utterance in order to detemine what the 

speaker IS SAYINGr at least £rom their own point of view. Those belonging to a 

group identified as the author of a particdar discourse mcry disagree with what 

is attributed to them by others. They mcry choose to ignore thcrt identity or to 

respond to it. following a pattern such as 'Tm not saying that, Pm saying this." 

Cornrnenting on a presentation he gave at a meeting on Walpole Island, 

the RAP co-ordinator explains that he chose to focus on the positive changes 

that have occurred in the quality of the St. Clair River water in order to modify a 

perception he believed the audience had about the group he represents. 

1 didn't want to be ~erceived as painting too rosy a picture. but a? 
the same tune, 1 felt obliaed to at least describe some of the . - . - . - - 

changes that have occ&ed beccnise 1 know Dr. H [an American 
scientist workkg with Akii Kwe] is coming £rom an entirely 
different perspective. So, 1 wanted to make peo~le  mare that 
wetre not just watching the world go by. that we are in fact trying 
to direct the way things go. 

Sometimes the negotiation of what someone IS SAYING is explicit, as in 

the following exchcmge between a non-Native womm and a Heritage Centre 

staff member. 

woman: Non-Natives have to change their way for you guys to 
survive in your way, in your tradition. 1s that what voutre s a y h q  to 
me? 

WFN rnember: No I don't wcmt to think like non-Natives. and I 
don't want non-Natives to think &e Natives, There are certain 



things that we offer, that might give it a better balanced point of 
view I t h a .  Whereas a Iot of Western society is dominated by and 
engined by the dollar, you know, that doesn't r d l y  motivate us. 

The Heritage Centre worker responds to the womcrn's question negafively, 

offering further information or a restatement of bis views th& wiIl create the 

desired interpretcrtion of what he IS SAYING- He continues his discourse about 

the differences between Natives and non-Natives regcrrding the water by 

articulating his perceived identification of "Western society" as being "engined 

by the dollar". This is immediateIy followed by the statement that he and his 

group "us" should not be identified in the sarne wcry. 

At a later point, the sarne speaker drms another distinction between 

Walpole Island and non-Native groups. this time responding to the woman's 

question about the importance of colIecting scientific data on water quality- 

WIFN member: We're not in a position to s w  that we're going to be 
totally dependent on that data. but other people. groups. 
orgcmizcdîons that we have to deal with depend a lot on that data. 

In both cases. a form of SAYING is used in these negoticrtions of identity, as 

ICI has made public relations a priority since so much attention in the 

media has been given to their discharge and other industrial activities in 

Chemicd Valley throughout the last decade. Public opinion has suggested ihat 

the compcmies are secretly releasing pollutants into the river or into the air, or 

altemcxtively, that governments tum a blind eye to cost-saving practices which 

are h a d  to the environment. The spokesperson for ICI responds in this way: 

It's important to be open because we have nothhg to hide. We 
have nothhg to hide, therefore we don't want people to think that 
we're sloshing green goo around or something. The easiest thuig 
we ccm do is: 'There's nothina to hide, corne and see for yourself. 
Corne analyze our water." If you dont want to be open to the 
public. it's usually because you have somethina to hide. 



She uses the phrase "nothing to hiden no less than four t h e s  during her tum, 

emphasizing the openness of ICPs corporate identity. In addition, she 

constructs an imagined quote with the kemel of mecoiing focused precisely on 

that concept of openness. 

Further on in the conversation, she retums to this idea when taking 

about the hearing- The town of Wdaceburg and the citizens group, Pcnkway 

Over Waste, accepted ICTs invitation to test the pond water and concluded that 

it was harmless. Walpole Island did not, which she perceives as questioning the 

honesty of the Company- 

So these guys tested the water and they confirmed that the 
evidence that we were presenting was good, that this water was 
safe. So 1 think their views of ICI: was that we were whcrt we were 
s w i n g .  Walpole didri't. Thev didnt believe us. 

Often, there is a shmed perception among different groups about the 

identity of another. How people position themselves in relation to the perceived 

identity of the other is based on categones which are not necessarily shared by 

members of other speech communities. This results in diverse responses. For 

instance, ICI is perceived by alI groups as relying exclusively on scientific 

knowledge to detennine the potential effects of the discharge. At WIFN, this is 

seen as narrow-minded and exclusive of their own knowiedge. The MOE, on the 

other hand, views this positively and gants legitimacy to ICTs clcrims. While the 

perception of ICI as reliant on scientific knowledge is shared, the evaluation of 

thcrt categorizaüon is not shared by all groups. The different evaluations are not 

made expücit and are kequently not understood by the members of the other 

speech cornrnunities. The cmalysis of discourse makes this clear cmd offers 

dues as to begin exploring these underlying sources of difference which have 

led to apparent conflict over the issue of water qudty. 



Defininu THEYTHEY WE. YOU 

Vcm Dijk describes ideology as CO-ordinating social action within groups and 

with members of other groups. Ideology, defined as systems of knowledge and 

evaluation, protects group interests and provides a social identity (Van Dijk 

199 7:26). Another way to explore identity and the role of ideology is to examine 

the use of pronoms among members of different speech communities. Whether 

a speaker presents a WE versus THEY, or WE vernis YOU discourje depends 

on whether one is talkuig with or about another group. The definition of such 

categories is not always clear and cari change kequently during a 

conversation or even withui one speaker's tum Taking a closer look at the 

referents of these pronoms allows an exCCmination of actions and attitudes, the 

positioning of the speaker, and the identification of others. 

Mcmy of the discussions about water that 1 have witnessed or recorded 

include forms of complcrining. Complaints are an importcmt part of the context 

in which the discourses are interpreted. Spiehann explains how complaints 

are used in "reinforcing cultural values and traditional ideologies" in order to 

remedy perceived problems. or gain support or sympathy for a certain point of 

view (Spielmann 1998: 143). In general, he observes. Algonquicm Natives prefer 

"categorical identifications over name recognition" (Ibid) which means that 

complaints or accusations are cnticulated withoUt mentioning specific names. 

This anonymity is in keeping with the avoidance of direct confüct, but it dso 

underlines the fact that people belonging in the offending category can have 

long-lasting negative effects, beyond one s pecific individual or instance (p. 13 7). 

Cornplaints are oriented towmd a long-term vision of society rather than toward 

specific individuds and their inunediate offenses. 



Residents of Walpole Island attribute much of the responsibility for the 

degradation of water quality in the river to TfIEY/THEM- The referents v a q  but 

the two most prominent categories are "industries" and "goveniment". Some 

complaints and accusations are given here: 

Tara:  the^ say it Cpo1lutionl cornes fkom the factories. And no 
doubt  the^ have facts and numbers from the factories. Thevre 
thinking about their economy. Thafs what cornes first to them, 
making their money. 

Anita: The plants wiU keep on doing whatever they're do- 1 don? 
think we have the power there to stop them. 

Randy.  the^ have money and lawyers. And thev have the swcrying 
power over government so the government can decide that  the^ 
c m  have a slow spi11 rather than a big spill. 

Carrie: The government has guidehes on, "OK, you can durnp 
this much of this pollution or this much chernicals into that river 
right there. This is how much you can." So,  the^ do it and 'Woops, 
we put too much in". ... The government is responsible. 

The complaints take two forms: industries are polluting the river, cmd 

government dows pollution to continue. The underlying diçplaced value which 

is perceived as the cause of pollution is the importance of money, and the 

resulting problem for WIFN to fight pollution is their lack of political and 

econornic power. The complaints are restaiing cornmody held perceptions in 

the commnity and reinforcing group values. 

The most frequent position individuah of crll groups spoke from was WE. 

The referents for WE were multiple, even within one speaker's discourse. 

Heritage Centre staff used WE to mean the Nin-Da-Waab-Jig researchers, 

Native people, and human beings generdy, but the predorninant WE referent 

is the WIFN community as a whole. This reflects the Heritage Centrek position 

as a liaison between the cornmunity and the outside. The MOE staff person 

spoke almost exclusively as a representative of RAP, using WE to talk about 

whcrt the RAP tearn has done in the past, what it is presently working on, and 
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what is hoped for the future. AIthough the R A .  team is a collective entity, Gary 

spoke as if the WE of RAP had a single mind, making evduative and Ïntentiond 

statements such as "we've tried to W, "we want1', "we need", "we have1'- Both 

the spokesperson for ICI and the retired worker aIso used WE to taIk about the 

corporate identity in instances where the verb wodd normdy imply an 

individud subject. It appears that the corporation takes precedence over the 

individual worker as the speaker gives voice ta and conçtructs cm identity for 

the Company, wwhile his or her own identity is given relatively IittIe attention. 

YOU was not used with any significant frequency in the data 1 obtained. 

When it was used, its referent was neutrd cmd unspecfied such as in "you 

never know what will happen". In that sense, ali speakers chose YOU to refer to 

no particular person or group, or else as an alternative to WE in order to 

emphasize the wiversality of their experience. For example, "you cm? trust the 

industries to stop polluting on their own," or "you have to monitor cmd you have 

to do tests if you want to get a Certificate of Approval to discharge anything." 

That YOU waç rarely employed as a second person, specified referent 

indicates that the conversations I recorded were largely among rnembers of the 

same group who were talking about an absent third. That is, there were very 

few encounters where those holding opposing views were taIking directly to 

each other about wcrter issues. This is important to acknowledge beccnise, in 

terms of identity processes, the most common practice in ths situation is to 

reinforce familiar, generalized identity categories within each group, rcrther 

than to challenge and negotiate them face-to-face among the groups or 

specific individuals. An analysis of the use of pronoms and their referents thus 

illustrates the ongoing and everchanging nature of discursive identity 

formation. 



Conseauences, ConfIicts and Conclusions 

Bourdieu's practice theory c d s  attention to the fa& that social nonns fonn a 

structure of inequdty which has r e d  influences on everyday practices ( K n d  

1996: 1 12). These structures of inequality are IargeIy unnoticed in ordinary 

actions and are reproduced through daily social interaction. Knowledge of how 

to act is acquired unconsciously, forrning habitud practices and attitudes 

which iduence relations among individu&. This chapter has illustrated some 

of the ways discursive practices innuence identity formation The final section 

outlines some of the consequences of being identified in certain ways, conflicts 

arising £rom miscommunication, and conclusions d r m  £rom the anaIyçes. 

The consequences of bearing a paxticular identity are made explicit in 

the power relations played out in the legd proceedings regarding ICTs 

proposed discharge. Within the legal documents. the Board, ICI, cmd the MOE 

all referred to the WlFN community as "downstream users", part of "the public", 

cmd "local citizens" among other terms. These usages ail imply relations to 

some higher power such as a provincial govemment, the makers of ''public" 

policy, or someone or something "upstream" having an effect on their "use" of 

the river. They are third person terms which effectively exctude the people 

identified as active participants in the talk or readers of the w-riting, despite 

their presence and their involvement in the proceeduigs. ICI, on the other hcmd. 

is alwccys referred to as "Im. The cornpan+ identity is fixed as an active 

participant with a degree of power seen in its association with words such as 

proved, controlled. monitored, detennined, confirmed, scrtisfied, etc. The 

consequences of these identifications are manifest throughout the appeal 

process which did not in essence address WiFN's concems nor give their 

statements cmy legal weight. Instead. those statements seived only to ft.dfdl 
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legd protocol and to c o n h  the original decision to disrniss WIFN as lacking 

cmy significant evidence. 

People use creative strategies to challenge or chcmge ineqdities, not 

just to reproduce thea An example of such resistmce can be seen in WFWs 

daim to both scientific cmd traditional knowledge. They are not crt the mercy of 

'Western science [which] ccm't say what the effects are to o w  hurnan hedth" 

(Tacobs personal communication), yet they do not completely dismiss scientific 

knowledge. hstead, they use science for their own interests. For example, 

using its position of dominance. ICI imposed conditions on the type of wcrter 

qudity tests that could be performed. While ICI openly uivited cmyone to test the 

pond water a s  a demonstration of public accountabiIity and CO-operaüon, WIFN 

viewed it as an invitation to con- the company's own findings which wodd 

strengthen its claims in court, hstead, WIFN wmted to ronduct other tests, on 

sedirnents for example, but the conditions imposed by ICI wodd not permit 

them. For this reason, Jacobs asserts, WIFN rehsed to replicate the tests in an 

act of resistance. 

The fact that virtually d members of WIFN speak English in most social 

encounters does not mean that lcmguage has ceased to be an important part of 

their Native or Anishnaabe identity. Resistcmce to assimilation to dominant 

Ccmadkm ways is evident on several fronts. and a distinct Native identity 

persists in attitudes, beüefs and behwiours. How these are embodied may 

change over time, but what continues is a sense of being Native, despite the 

linguistic hegemony which has institutionalized English as the primary 

language of the cornmunity dong with conceptualizations based on English 

(Spielmann M8:57). 



The false assumption that speakers of a cornmon language share the 

d e s  for its use cmd interpretcrtion ohen leads to miscomrnunication or 

lack of understanding. Members of the Walpole Island First Nation use English 

in different ways kom the non-Natives mentioned in this research. The analyses 

presented in this chapter make it clear that part of the conflict surrounding the 

quaIity of water in the river is based on Bcul t ies of communication among the 

major groups involved. Much of what may be assurned to be shared 

knowledge, in fact iç not and this has consepences in the outcome of the 

interactions. 

Each side in a connict may be sincerely listening to the others. but 

underlying assumptions cmd values are admiffedly not understood by aU 

parties. hdividuals are often at a loss to explain why agreements are so düficdt 

to reach, stating that they sirnply do not know why the other groups cannot see 

from their point of view. In order to begin to resolve wider confücts over water 

quality, existing differences in the d u e  of certain kinds of knowledge or 

authorities. and in beliefs about the wcrter-humans relationçhip must be 

addressed. Because social interaction is largely verbal, the socidy constructed 

identities of both self and others have an undeniable influence on how the 

interactions are reaüzed. Examining the düferent constructions evident in the 

discourses moves us toward an understanding of merences among the 

groups with respect to water quality issues. 



People gei too caught up in pIanning all the steps and they miss 
the point which is simple - don? do this to kving creaiures or the 
environment. (Mcny) 

The crim of this projed was to explore how identities are constructed 

through discursive practices in both intentional and unconscious wcrys. 1 have 

demonstrated th& verbal encounters serve to reinforce, recreate or articdate 

identities, both of the self and of others. The concept of identity, as I use it, is 

based on at least two individuah who are differentiated by one or more 

identifying features. These features generdy relate the individual to a larger 

group or speech cornrnunity. Hierarchies and unequal power distribution 

among groups were shown to result from the enuncidon of düferences which 

have social meaning. 

Pre-existing identity categories form the basis kom whch discourses are 

developed but they are never stcrüc. Identity is a process in which speakers 

negoticrte the meanings of identity ccrtegories and assign them to inaviduals 

and speech cornmunities withul the ongoing dynamics of discourse. Individuals 

exercise agency in this process as they crecrte identities for others, and accept, 

resist or change the identity categories with which they are associated. These 

choices are manifest in linguistic practices. 

* t t  

In deciding upon a subject and a process for my research, 1 was 

detemiined koom the outset that the project have some red  world applicabilit(. 

My aim was to do sornething that could be of use to the people who became 

involved both directly or indirectly. 1 am m a r e  thcrt much academic research is 



completed and subsequentiy housed in librcrries, cmd that only a s m d  number 

of people read it. Many tunes, those around whom a study was constructed 

never see the final work. h the end, 1 carmot predict how much or how little U s  

thesis will matter to the people who are part of it, nor how strong or weak its 

influence will be on the interactions among them? My intent was to provide 

some new and relevant information to those with whom 1 have worked, so that 1 

am not the only one able to learn kom rny experiences. 

In what follows, 1 present some observations and suggestions crimed at 

increasing the possibilities of succesçful and mutually scrtisfyuig interactions 

among the groups to which 1 have referred throughout this thesis. 1 d s o  outline 

some limitations and obstacles to this goal. 1 believe it is beneficial to set out 

clearly how the results of my andysis c m  be applied. It is a recor,:extucclization 

of the stories aiready told, a place from which discussion c m  begin, and one 

thaî wiIl hopefdly lead beyond confiict and hstration into understanding. 

It is apparent that communication among the people of Walpole Island, 

government agencies cmd industry has not always gone smoothly in the past. 

The reasons for this are multiple, and some have been explored in the present 

study. One important factor is the hierarchical inequalities which exist among 

the groups and contribute to the continuation of conflicts. If confIicts are to be 

resolved, the purpose of interaction should first be to communicate the 

concerns of crll parties. and an effort must be made to address differences in 

language use, in the acquisition and expression of knowledge, and in 

underlying d u e s .  Then, agreements about and resolutions to water quality 

issues are more iikely to be achieved. Paying attention to one's own speech 

'1 recognke that what I suggest may already be known by some, or may have h d y  been tried. 
1 do not wish to hply that I have aIi the answen nor that 1 am tehg people how they should act 
or what they should say- 
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practices, as weil as those of others, is helpfd when attempting to minimize 

codicts by s t e e ~ g  away from either aggresçive or defensive positionuig. 

One of the main irnpediments to successfuI relations between 

govermnents or corporations who deal with p r i m d y  bureaucraüc processes, 

and smder,  less formally organired groups is the divergence in approaches to 

problem solving. The Muiiçtry of Environment or a compcmy such as  ICI tend to 

use "results-based management" which foUows well-defined steps toward a 

predetemiined g o d  Before any action is taken, the anmers to a senes of 

questions a r e  sought, such as: what is the goal? How will progress be 

evduated? How will we know when the goal has been achieved? What are the 

short, middle cmd long term outcomes or impacts of the project? What are the 

nsks or potentiai problems associated with each action? What resources are 

mailable? What are the limitations of the project? How long wiU it tcrke? The 

general procedure is to identify a problem, analyze the situation, mcrke 

recommendations for solutions and then implement them (Slavin 1999). This 

model is efficient for corporations and institutions which must report results to 

higher authorities in order to secure funding, or jus* programs. 

Grassroots volunteer groups such as Akii Kwe, or s m d  local entities like 

the Walpole Island Heritage Centre may find the model described above 

undesirable or difficult to apply in their circumstances. For example, predicüng 

results c m  be risky beccnise it creates expectations within the community. If 

things do not go as plamed, public support may diminish, and those involved in 

a project mcry not accept. or be d o w e d  to accept, continued responsibilioes in 

the face of criticism. When the hearing was decided against Walpole, for 

instance, some members of the conmunity responded by idenbfymg the 

Heritage Centre as having wasted the bands money. There mcry d s o  be 
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cultural beliefs which preclude making definite predictions about the future, 

especially when the actions of other people are invoived. In that case. tcrlking 

about outcornes, problems and tirnelines seems to be begging disaster, 

arrogant, or even impossible when much remains unknown. This Ieads to 

hstration and negcrtive perceptions of outsiders who wcmt to know too much 

too soon, who enjoy prognosticc~on, and who attempt impose their wcrys of 

doing things on others. 

Becoming f d a r  with adturd differences before negotiations or more 

formal processes begin can be extremely helpful Groups should do their best 

to understand the perspectives and values of the others, without rancour or 

condescension, and be willing to express their own positions expücitly. This 

takes work as underlying assumptions. such as relationships to water or 

markers of authority, are not easily brought to the d a c e ,  even when one is 

looking for them. My purpose in ths project was to bring some of these to light 

and provide a stcnting point for the future. A usehl exercise is to create a 

tirneline or a history of what has been happening in the river, and how local. 

ncxtiond, or world events have had effects on wcrter guaIity. There are sure to 

be revealing differences in the histories presented by Walpole Island, the MOE 

or and industry such as ICI. Discussing these is a step toward understandmg. 

If representcrtives fiom all interested groups. such as the Heritage 

Centre, Aloï Kwe. huniers and fishermen. industry spokespeople, RAP team 

members and provincial rninistry officers came together in a context outside of 

a court or a hearing process, there may be more chance of arriving crt 

agreements. This thesis has shown that issues of authority and legitimacy are 

important in the creation of identities. Therefore. a process where no one group 

has a greater advantage or disadvcmtage over the others has the best chance 



of resulting in satisfactory communication beccnise participants c m  focus on 

the issue instead of on their own positioning. A medidor f d a r  with all or 

several groups' interests may even be employed to faciltate the communication 

by highlighting comrnon problems and assisting in the "translation" of 

perspectives. Starting with personal experiences rather than collective 

expenences is another way to break from the fomcrl nature of this kind of 

meeting and it fosters a sense of f d a r i i t y .  Water issues are not just part of a 

job, they are related to sUIVivctl, 

Suoaestions to Im~rove Government-Walpole Island Relations 

Recently, some govemment agencies have been making more of an effort to be 

sympathetic to indigenous knowledge cmd Native points of view. There is talk of 

CO-operation or joint management. and Native people are invited to sit on 

cornmittees and pdc ipa te  in "meaningful consultation". Public discourse 

corning from the govemment shows a move to broader thinking about 

environmentai issues and the impacts of large scde human activities such as 

industrializcrtion and other "development". There is recognition thcrt past policies 

conceming Native communities and their temtories have not always been 

beneficial to those comniunities. Consider these comments by cm Environment 

Canada staff member who met with Akü Kwe one afternoon: 

Simon: In the past, the govemment has offered funding cmd said 
that projeds have to be done on their terms, withùi their time 
frames. following their established and rigid protocol. We have 
corne to the realization that it's not working and we're now trying to 
figure out why so we c m  make it work. Now we'U give an 
agreement which is essentidy a blank sheet of paper with the 
amount of money agreed on but the detcds of the project to be 
£iUed in by the First Ncrtion at some lcrter point when they are 
ready, in their own way. W e  still might not be successful, but we 
are m g  to find the right approach. We don't even know if we 
shme the sarne aoals for how clean the water shodd be. and 
what clean water means. 
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Innumerable studies cmd reports are produced by various government 

ministries conceming issues of environment, ecosystems and heaIth. This 

information is used to crecrte policies. standards and Iegislation in order to 

protect human interests. Most of the time, unf~rtuicrtely, the results of these 

studies and specific information regarding a particular ecosystem in whidi a 

community such as Walpole Island exists are not made available to the people 

whose interests they are supposed to serve. Researchers enter communities, 

tcrking sweys and samples, but are rarely heard kom again. This is hs t rc r t ing  

to community rnembers who wish to benefit and learn from these studies, 

especially if their CO-operation is continually sought. 

WalpoIe Island in pcrrticulcn has accornrnodated a large number of 

researchers over the years. Some people are skepticd and critical now, stating 

their views this wccyr 

Mary: We want to know what's in it for us. What do we get out of d 
these studies? 

Paula: Most of the people around here have been sunreyed to 
death. 

Anita: We have to start doing our own studies, then we know we'U 
get the results. 

Therefore, it is important for government agencies and other researchers to 

bring the final results bock to the community so that protective measures, 

improvements or other changes wiU be made obvious to them. Studies on 

health and water quality are of p a r t i c h  interest, and people want results that 

are useful and easily understood, in langucrge that does not focus on statistics 

and technical jargon re-g professional interpretation. Makmg the results 

mailable to the community builds trust and credibility among people who have 

long felt neglected, abused, or used by govemments and their scientists. It also 
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builds bridges in the discourses, creating a common ground kom which both 

groups can then speak. 

To this end, presentations made at meetings or negotiations shouId not 

be entirely scientific, even if the main subject is the results of a scientificdy 

h e d  study. The findings and relevance should be presented in such a way 

that they apped  to the social issues of concern to the people listening. One 

mu& not "talk down" to the audience as an "expert1' lecturing £tom notes and 

charts. A discussion where all those interested may pcrrticipate and "specrk 

£rom the heart" would be more effective. It mcxy even be helpful for two or more 

govemment representatives to attend such meetings, one to explain scientific 

issues, and cmother to present the materid in a more socially f d a r  manner. 

Determining whcrt this manner could be involves becoming f d a r  with the 

community. and listening with attention before making any kind of presentation. 

Findy, one cannot assume that people are ignorant sirnply because 

they do not choose to reveal all that they know or how they came to know it. 

Silence does not mean lack of understanding, nor does it irnply consent or 

approval. Lack of participation shodd also not be interpreted as lack of 

interest. For example. Dean Iacobs explained that the reason WIFN had never 

r e d y  pctrücipated in the RAP meetings was because First Nations have no real 

representation or capacity for action on those cornmittees. Their values cmd 

knowledge are not respeded, in his view, so he did not feel they could 

pcrrticipcrte in any meaningful wcry in a "non-Native set-up, with their tirnelines 

and no cornmunity input" (Jacobs personal communication). 

Governments intent on improving relations may wcmt to find answers to 

the question of how the knowledge and expertise of local people can be 

legitirnized in pubkc processes such as hearings and policy-makmg. 



Altematively, the kinds of long-temi holistic studies on ecosystems which 

Walpole is c a l h g  for could be undertaken for specific cases. This would be an 

acceptable scientific solution which would allow the First W o n  to show links 

behveen the degradation of wcrter guaIity, the wetlcmds, ddlife populations 

and human hedth. Presently, each indu- separateiy claims to pose no h m .  

yet altogether there are obvious problems resdting £rom industrial 

contamination which are not being adequatey addressed. Rcrther thcm 

choosing a discourse of blame and responsibility, collective solutions could be 

sought which wodd involve an inclusive rcrther than cm exclusive WE. 

Within the Walpole Island community, it wodd be beneficial to have 

some designated representaüves who are willing to commit themselves to 

participaüng in negotiaüons and meetings over the long term until the First 

Nation's goals are achieved. It is important to develop relationships with other 

participants in the politicai process and the media. This would also d o w  

community rnembers to see that something is being done crnd they would know 

where to bring their concems and ideas. These representatives already exÏst, in 

Akii Kwe, the Hentage Centre staff and the Bcmd Council, who have been 

dealing with the other groups. Other groups or individuals who want their 

voices to be heard could also become involved in a more formal way. 

The WIFN cornmunity as a whole and the subgroups within it may want 

to work together to make their problems, concems and gocds as specific and 

explicit as possible, framed in a waythat is more f d a r  to Euro-Cariadian 

representatives of government and industry. This is helpful when 

communicaüng with other orgcmizations who are prepared to join in the effort 

to reduce pollution. Larger provincial cmd federal orgcmizations ccm offer 

assistance in terms of resources and political clout, but they wcmt to hem 



problerns and gods stated by the Fïrst Nation in ways they consider "wel- 

If, as Iacobs claims, participation in certain legai and political processes 

is not considered worthwhile, then explainhg how the processes are biassed 

could be the first step to changing them. In response to the lack of 

understanding or acceptance of "indigenous knowledge", demonstrations or 

concrete examples by WIFN mernbers mcry be effective in communicating how 

wcrter quality is assessed cmd how the impacts of poIIution are detemùned. 

WIFN has already uivited policy-makers to visit the island and s e e  how things 

work there. 1 wodd strongly suggest that these visits be taken seriously as 

opportunities to leam, und not just to see the sights. 

Shirley Williams, a professor of Native studies crt the University of Trent, 

describes four kinds of knowledge that Natives rely on. Traditional knowledge 

is passed down through genercrüons o r d y  and often in ceremonies. Empincal 

knowledge involves personal observations and experience. Revealed 

knowledge is spiritual and cornes d e r  fasting and in dreams. Acquired 

knowledge is derived fiorn stories and myths which are told in specific contexts 

(Williams persond communiccrtion). AU of these types of knowledge are 

personal and open to subjective interpretcrtion. They are based on interaction 

with the local environment and familiar people. The kinds of knowledge 

Williams describes cannot always be generalized or applied to other contexts 

and in some cases that would be impossible. The trcmsference or acquisition of 

knowledge requires long-term participation of the leamer, who not only learns 

information and techniques, but also the appropriate circumstcmces in which to 

apply them. 
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Mcrinstream Canadian society prideges a type of empirical knowledge. 

This is evident in the exclusive reliame of the MOE and ICX on science to 

answer questions about water qudty, for example. The traditional. reveded 

and acquired knowledge that Williams ouüined is not generalizable, is not 

found in books, and would not count as evidence in a court. When mernbers of 

WIFN are asked how they know about the health of the water. the plants and 

the people. it becomes difficult to answer when only one form of knowledge is 

considered acceptable, and even that is questioned if the person does not have 

"proper credentials". The nature of the process of knowing needs to be 

explained so that if answers are perceived as vague or indefinite by non- 

Natives, they will at least be aware that some things must be shown or felt 

rather than read, and that sorne knowledge is secret or inaccessible to the 

general public. 

Limitations on Improvina Interrelations mono Groups 

Despite all explcmcrtions and good wiil, there are some limitations which should 

be acknowledged. There are a number of obstacles to overcome in order to 

begin to improve relations among WIFN. govemrnent agencies and industries 

such as ICI. In this section 1 outline some of the Iimitcrtions which are 

immedicrtely apparent, including history, a wiU to change. the tendency to 

oversimpkfy. time, rnoney and distance. 

Stereotypes. world views. and continudy-reinforced perceptions are 

difEicult to change. The history of mutual distrust and lack of respect that has 

existed among the groups described in this thesis cannot be  simply ignored 

with the idea of developing new and co-operative rekrtionships. It would be 

naive and unrealistic to think otherwise. Discourses divided into WE-YOU and 
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WE-THEY distinctions are sure to persist. Perhaps in time, the progress towmd 

more equitable relations can be detemiined by re-excrmuiing who is included in 

the WE referent, and whether most negatively perceived actions are stiU 

attnbuted to THEM. Patience on both sides for meaninsfur change to occur is 

required. 

A willingness to change c a ~ o t  be assumed. Govemments and 

industries may not recognize an advantage in reducing the mthoritcctive 

monopoly they have given to science. in order to acknowledge the legitirnacy of 

indigenous or other kinds of knowledge. While the rhetoric of "public 

consultcdi~n'~ may have benefîts in relations with the public, structural change is 

necessary for other voices to be heard. Wiihin WIFN. a move toward using 

scientific methods. engaging in fnendly discussions with people considered to 

be "the enemy". and hiring kcmyers and other outside profession& to advance 

the communi~s goal of clean, safe wcrter rncry not be readily accepted by all 

members. Resistance to change c m  alwcrys be expected, no matter how 

beneficial the change is perceived to be- 

As people become more mare of linguistic cmd cultural differences 

among groups, there is a tendency to simphfy the various positions to whcrt the 

group in general IS SAYING- This hides the complexities that exist within the 

groups. and reduces multifaceted issues to single blackund-white questions, 

which promotes the WE-THFi divisions. Moreover, breaking discourses down 

into smder  parts creates the potential for different groups to focus on different 

aspects of the issue which they consider most important, leading once again to 

conflicts over interpretations. 

Tirne and questions of priority are alwcrys limitations when many groups 

are involved in the resolution of an issue. Corporcrtions face economic 
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pressures that push them to act guickly cmd to demand that others make fast 

decisions. Govemments also have timelines to which they must adhere for 

burecnicratic cmd financial reasons. First Nations trying to reach consensus 

with a cornmunity often need more tirne than outside orgcmizations are willing 

to give. Building tnistïng, CO-operative rekationships arnong individuals 

representing larger groups also takes a certain amount of time and multiple 

encounters. On the other hand, govemment policy and bureaucracy are slow to 

change which means that First Nations land c h b s  and demands for more 

protective environmental standards c m  take years to resolve. This is hstrcrting 

and irnpedes good relations. 

Money is a problem for WaIpole IsIand First Nation because the scientific 

studies needed to legitirnate their claims about water quaIity, in the courts and 

to the MOE, require funding. This money mcry be provided by the govemment 

they are opposing, crecding conflicts of interest since hding agents usudy  

wcmt reports of results. Securing money fkom other orgcmizations often means 

having to establish a formal structure, such a s  Akii Kwe registering as a non- 

profit orgcmizcroon. Finding money demands skills, contacts, and tirne kom 

individuals who may ody be workhg on a volunteer basis for these goals. 

Govemments and industries also have budget restrcrints which limit their 

capacity to irnplement environmentally beneficial procedures and prograrns. 

The disparity in the amount of money avccilable to each group to pursue their 

interests c m  build tension. WIFN members complain that they cannot possibly 

compete with the technology of industries, ICI spokespeople suggest thcrt they 

have aheady spent d o n s  of dollars to irnprove their discharges, and the 

MOE staff blame budget cuts for their inability to do extensive testing or 

monitoring. 
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Distcmce between the location of the MOE ofnce, Walpole Island territory 

and the head office of industries such as ICI can be a limitation because it 

lessens the potentid for frequent interactions. Meeting regdarly so thcrt 

representatives of the groups cm become f d a r  with the perspectives of the 

others is hirdered when travel iç involved. Distance is &O associated with 

different rehtionships to the river. UsÏng terms such as "pohters up stread 

and "down river users" for instance reinforces the sepmation of the groups into 

distinct factions. The location of govenunent head offices in Ottawa or Toronto, 

hundreds of kilometres fiom Walpole Island, increases the distance in point of 

view, both perceived and real, between the h o  groups. 

My purpose in acknowledging these limitations is to point out thd 

interactions involve more than just talk. Other factors infiuence how and when 

people corne together, and provide clues to the wcrys identities are formed and 

articulated which are not alwcxys found in the spoken words. Successful 

communication depends on more than a Wiuuigness to listen and an abüity to 

express oneself in a manner acceptable to the interlocutor. 

Reactions £rom Pcrrüci~ants 

Selected participants in h s  project were asked to read an earfier draft of this 

thesis. My aim in doing this was to check for accuracy of information and 

faimess in representation, as weU as to discover how the research might be 

useful to various groups. Three people made comments which are 

paraphrased here. AU respondents, including those not mentioned below, 

expressed that they considered the portraya1 of their groups cmd their own 

comments to be fcrir and accurate. 
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Dean Iacobs, of the Heritage Centre, scrid that the Iong cmd continuous 

history that the Walpole Island comunity has in dealing with these issues 

should be emphasized in cornparison to the corporate history of a Company 

such as ICI. which has a reIatively short view cf the past and of its role in the 

future. A consequence of this long histoly is that mcmy other issues are lulked to 

water quality and one thesis carmot possibly address all of these issues in 

detcnl. While some cornmunity members may com@crin of being "studied to 

de&. undoubtedly there are many more stories to be told and future 

researchers shodd not be discouraged. 

Some areas of M e r  research could inchde the differences in inter- 

group versus intra-group speech as groups develop discourses among 

themselves and then use them during interactions with others; the connections 

between land claims, self-government and the management of wcrter resources 

accordmg to the Fkst Nation's policies; the effects of degraded water quality on 

particular groups in the community such as those who hunt, fish or gather 

medicines, and their f d e s  who depend on those resources; the relations 

between WIFN and other industriesr corporations and govemment agencies; 

and many others. 

Jacobs commented thai the conclusions presented in this research did 

not corne as a surprise to him since he has been working with these issues for 

many years. He suggested thcrt it might be usefd for other F ~ s t  Nations who are 

faced with simila difficulties in how to approach relations with non-Native 

govemments and corporations. 

Mark. another WlFN mernber workuig at the Heritage Centre agreed 

that this research can be used as a tool in ihat wcry, but he made it clear that 

the preference is to persuade people to visit the Island so they can see for 



thernselves "what Walpole is about", rather thcm to present them with a report. 

For him, the differences in philosophies and wcrys of doing things are the most 

important questions to address. Mark explcrined that Natives are generdy 

more mare of non-Native values, attitudes and practices than vice versa 

because the non-Native ways are dominant and communities such as WIFN 

have been forced to adcrpt to the mainstream. Eiiç opinion is that it may be 

more enlightening for non-Natives to read this thesis and posçibly change their 

approach toward Est Nations. 

I received feedback kom ICI in a letter from Suzanne Lusby, the project 

manager. Lusby doubts thcrt the information presented in this thesis would have 

changed or will change the relations between ICI and First Nations beccnise 

the differences are fundamental and the positions are unequai. She writes: 

I do not believe having had ths information from day one. thcrt it 
would have changed the outcome of this issue and I don? believe 
it will change the near-term relations between First Nations and 
industry. The First Nations and industry utilize a different set of 
foundations on which to judge acceptabilit y.... As  long as science 
dictates policy, industry will never accept the First Nations' 
methods of gaining experience and knowledge for policy settuig - 
science will rule (Lusby personal communication). 

Lusby expresses the difficulty of chdenging beliefs Long held by individu&, 

and of subsequently changing a well-established system. 

1 have limited knowledge of First Nations culture, custorns. 
traditions and beliefs. and have grown up in a science based 
world. so it is difficult for myself (cmd undoubtedly others) to 
accept the wcrys of the First Nations .... The best we can hope for is 
that policy makers obtain a better understanding of the First 
Nations' knowledge of the 'Mother Ecrrth' and can somehow 
incorporate h s  information into poky in more scientific terms 
(Lusby persond communication). 

Unsurprisingly. reactions to the study followed the discourses evident in 

the data 1 gaihered throughout the pcrst yem and a half of fieldwork. As 

relcrtions among the groups chcmge over time and with circumstances. these 
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discourses mayaho change. Language use will continue to both shape and 

reflect the processes by which collective identities are 'reinvented' and 

recreated in relation to ever-changing social and poliocal contexts, according 

to present objectives and visions for the future- 
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This map shows Walpole Island First Ncrüon and the Chemicd Valley which 

includes the ICI site (adapted £rom Wdpole IsIcmd Hentage Centre 1995: 13). 

The Ministry of Environment has its office in Sarnia. 



The following two articles are included here as examples of current media 

representations of the water quality issues in the Si. Clair River and the various 

groups mentioned throughout this thesis. Sections that are especidy relevant 

appear in bold. 

Waste water discharae Doses no risk, savs ICI 

(From me Obsemer, 14 April1999, Dan McCdery) 

Nearly a year d e r  it began, tb. diseh4pge d d m  of litres of 
treated wmste WQkr iato th. St Ci& River i s a Y  eausiag eadrorunentd 
damuge, ICI Caaaâa .op.. 

The Company, which received permission in April1998 to begin dumping 
waste wder into the river, eventudy plans to discharge 3.5 billion litres. 

ICI spokeswoman Suzanne Lusby said the £ksi batch" of 70 to 75 million 
Imperial gallons went into the river between July and October last year. A 
second quantity of a similar size started to fZow last Febmary. It should be 
completed by early June. 

The water, which critics c lah  is contccminated with rnercury, cadmium 
and other toxic substances, was lefi behind in 11 large holding ponds after ICI 
closed its Sombra fertilizer plant more than a decade ago. 

Last y e d s  discharge elirninated any danger of the ponds over-flowing 
as rain water feu into hem, Lusby said. 

Plans c d  for the entire 3.5 billion litres to be dumped by the end of 2002. 
h w d v e r  d d e a t s  at Wdiaeebmrg md WdpoIe Id-d opposed 

the dmpiag for a a d  of yaars, aquessiag 0-em tha it WOUld 
contamuide tbdr àriddag mer .  Bu* L* iasisted tbe projed bas net 

harned the quaiity of water k the St. Ciair. 
"Before every bdch is discharged w a- samaples aad anaire it 

for 40 some parameters. We look for any volatile compounds in the water. Once 



we start (discharguig) we collect water each week fiom the pipeline to the river. 

I'm happy to report the r e d i s  have been very consistent" and no problems 
have been found. On Walpole Island, natives began buying bottled water last 
year. 

Mike Williams, assistant director of Wdpoie's H d t a g e  Ceatre8 sdd 
some rerideats of the idund are rtlll bpyhg bottld wutu because they 
f e a r  the river is  a o ~ t a d a a t d  

He added thcrt tàe bcna has set op its owa wuter a d t o d a g  staüoa 

to keep an eye on the situation- 
During a 1996 environmental heaMg on the discharge plan, cotlcsmzas 

were expressed th& despiîe Hadards kLg umt, the 1-gm wluxae of 
contaxniaatd wet.r preuated a h a c r d ,  

ICI eventualy hopes to convert the property into a wetlands and wüdüfe 

t t t  

PoUution reriort r i ~ s  Tories for reducina controls 
(From The Observer, 30 A p d  1999, George Mathewson) 

A ch- Li Tory eaviroameatd poUeias that p e r d s  locd 
industry te disaharge more poiïuior is  prittiag aorporate interests ahead 
of cl- mer, s q p  Ontario's Eavïroameatal Cemauisrioii.r. 

In a sccrthing new report, Eva Ligeti blames the Ontario govemment for 
letting environmental protection siide against the wishes of its citizew. 

Last year, the Ministry of E n . e n t  and Energy quietly amended 
regdations for chemical and rubber plants that dows  them to release more 
chernical waste, she notes. 

Five of the eight producers are in Lambton County: Bayer Rubber, Dow 
Chernical, Ethyl Canada, Imperid Oil Chemicals and NOM Chemicals. 

"Rie MOE is rcipina8 we wiià m a b  iimïts thci( wodt W1 tirb or other 
aqudc d m &  Aght cd this momemt," Ugeü tdd The Obse-r. 



(the g-t) w d t  k k vidaüoa of the ï ï s h d e s  M. It's pretty 
dismd." 

The amenben t s  d o w  companies to increase dischcrrges of nitrogen 
compounds, suspended solids. phosphorus and dissolved organic carbon 

The ministry maintains the environment is protected because other legd 
requirements ensure concentrations won't kiU fish or s m d  aquatic animds 
outright, the commissioner states in her annual report. 

The Lambton IndustriaL Society, which is an environmentd co-operative 
of Chernical Vdey industries, says the mini&& new eMuent Ioading M t ç  are 
redstic cmd scde. Fh. oid IeveIs so rtringvnt th& La s o u  cases 
m e r  eat.ring a pkiat h m  th. SC Clar River aheady exeaeded tâe 

crllowabie Umï& generd manager Scott Munro said. 
Nor wiIl the higher Iimits result in more water pollution. Munro said. 
"There wodt be any increases in the discharges to the river ... there won't 

be cr move by cniy of the companies to go up." 
But Ligeti is concerned about the potential. In an i n t e ~ e w ,  she said the 

changes contradict the rninistq% own statement of environmental values, 
especially its p ~ c i p l e s  of pollution prevention and protecting the environment. 

"Rere, the r a i d e  seemr to àe, rin aam do niore to th. m e r  
without thme bew a n o ü a d e  efl.d It doe- say ai- about 
cumdaüve effeet, d it o . inddy  -sa% hcii, aa- to do with 
pollutiom preVeati6am 

Part of the problem, she scrid, is the Eavkoaaaent Mtiistry's 
conflicttig rok.. It bas to ad IIL, aa *eatit~~~op~ a d  .aill k sensitive go 
economâe impaats on b\uiruss. 

The 300-page report finds fault with several ministries for broken 
promises and commitments. Examp1es of deteriorathg stcmdcrrds include: 
* Failure to make good on a promise to overhaul70 outdated 

provincial air quality standards. 
X Downloading responsibilities to municipalities without ensuring they 

have the capacity to implement environmental safeguards. 
t Failure to crack down on industrial pollutionI including Ontario 

Hydrols successor companies. 



* The govenunent's new, mandatory Drive Clean vehide 
emissions testing program, which Ligeti said exaggerates the 
benefits that can be achieved- 
"There's a wide sap ktma the stahmts aaâ the aotiicil ads.' 

she said. "Ifs my impression that the heaIth risks continue to uicrease in thiç 
province and the programs mecmt to decrease the nsks are in fact decreasing." 




